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Executive Summary
The BENEFFICE project aims at researching engagement with end customers of energy to reduce their
energy consumption. This is done by leveraging novel IoT enabled, low-cost, “plug-and-play-and-forget”
devices, energy disaggregation and an innovative empowerment and rewards approach based on an
alternative monetary currency in three different scenarios or pilots:
1) The pilot of the Greek electronic store Kafkas will be researching how to engage purchasers of
electronic goods to buy an energy efficiency package, and how it is possible to keep people
engaged after purchasing.
2) The pilot of the French digital start-up CCO2 aims at researching how a new electronic currency
and associated banking services can be created to engage with end users of energy.
3) The pilot of Austrian utility VERBUND aims at empowering customers by introducing advanced
energy efficiency services based on IoT enabled power sensors and energy disaggregation
(NILD). Further, the pilot will offer access to the CCO2 electronic currency.
In this report the foundation for selecting a common technology or service package to be introduced in
all three pilots will be laid. To explore which mechanisms in terms of incentives, engagement and
messaging are the most effective in relation to create sustained engagement with energy users and to
understand which requirements end users of energy savings technology have to feel and keep being
engaged to save energy.
The deliverable introduces and evaluates different kinds of existing technology and engagement tools
and concludes in chapter 2 on which technical components are most suited for installation and use
within the project. In chapter 3 the VaasaETT database of more than 100 different pilots focusing on
residential user’s energy behaviour is researched, and several conclusions are drawn in relation to
communication, customer engagement tools and the use of segmentation.
The findings are summed up in tables in chapter 3.4.3 BENEFFICE Functional Requirements,
highlighting the End User Requirements, Market and Research requirements and the General
Requirements for giving the project the best foundation possible in order to create the pilot set-up and
user scenarios.
In chapter 4 the final recommendations are given for the most efficient set-up of the three pilots in the
project.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The three pilots
In the BENEFFICE project three pilots share the same vision of introducing an engaging and low-cost
solution for end-users of energy to reduce their energy consumption. The three pilots also share the
same back-end system and the methodology for creating engagement and providing incentives. But the
customers come from very different environments and are introduced to the solution from very
different angles. One angle is the retail angle. What does it take to introduce people to energy reducing
solutions, when they are visiting an electronic store? Another angle is the traditional utility. Is it possible
to create engagement with existing energy customers, and to which extent? Finally, a third pilot
investigates how engagement can be made with end-users of energy by providing them with an
incentive directly from the internet, with questions to answer like: How can we reach people, and what
does it take to engage them? In this section the three pilots are introduced briefly as to create a starting
point for the common solutions and platform, they will all share.

1.2 The Electronic Store Pilot
The Greek electronic store Kafkas provides a pilot to explore the feasibility for an off the shelf Energy
Savings package, in order to sell it with additional services to customers entering the store. Kafkas is the
leading Greek company in electrical equipment and lighting. It has a network of 65 stores across Greece
and a specialized Department of Energy Solutions.

1.2.1 Description of the current services
Kafkas sell just electronic products, but also offers services for free, e.g. advice regarding complex
technological products or for solutions for specific applications. Having realized the increasing interest
on such services for EE, especially from customers with significant energy costs, this approach is
attractive for KAF. To be able to offer these services, Kafkas has teams of experienced engineers who
can offer presales and aftersales technical support, ranging from assessing the existing electrical
installation to proposing solutions according to the customers’ needs.
Regarding EE, services currently offered cover the following areas:
 Choice of products for monitoring energy consumption. Data can be gathered locally at
customer’s site or through cloud.
 Afterwards reports are created that can offer insights on actions that could increase energy
efficiency. Customers’ applications are analyzed with the help of data from monitoring and
actions are proposed.
 Services do not stop after proposal, but Kafkas can also support the installer or consumer with
needed services, like programming of the devices, software parameterization etc.

1.2.2 Business Value to be addressed by BENEFFICE
Currently, energy efficiency projects run mostly for large installations. Residential consumers have been
mostly interested in replacing light bulbs with new ones of LED technology and higher energy class
electrical appliances (which are not in Kafkas’ product portfolio). However, home automation sales rise,
as now the products are not as expensive as they used to be and allow consumers to control some
functions of the house, even remotely. This means that the residents may know what appliance is in
operation and what its energy consumption is. However, it is not easy to find out how EE can be
achieved. BENEFFICE can be the answer on this issue, by using smart devices to monitor usage of home
appliances, analyse the data and then propose simple to follow advice to achieve energy efficiency
targets. The use of CO2 coin will also motivate end users to further reduce their energy consumption.
For Kafkas this will offer many advantages, with the following being the most important:
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New customers and new revenue channels. These devices will be sold to consumers, thus increasing
the product portfolio. CO2 credits is an additional incentive, as they can be used for payment of products
or even offer additional credits or special discounts for specific products and promotional actions.
Kafkas will be differentiated against competitors and will be perceived as a distributor where the end
user can ask questions and receive information about how EE can be achieved.
Strengthen cooperation with professional electricians. An important part of Kafkas’ customers are
electricians, who can be actively involved in this program. Energy metering devices require professional
electricians to install them, who can also inform their existing clientele for BENEFFICE and get paid for
installing the devices. This cost can be paid by consumers separately or be included in the purchase
price of the device at Kafkas when buying a bundle of product and service. In any case, it is an additional
incentive for co-operation of electricians with Kafkas.
Environmental responsibility. Further than the benefits of efficiency and cost reduction, by accepting
the CO2 coin Kafkas promotes the goal of environmental protection and corporate environmental
responsibility. Electricity production in Greece is still heavily dependent on lignite, therefore
consumption reductions and CO2 coins gained are caused by significant CO2 production. Through the
BENEFFICE program, end-users can have a clear picture of CO2 reduction due to their own actions.

1.2.3 Early concept of the BENEFFICE service to be offered by Kafkas
The new service will be promoted through selected stores of Kafkas. The choice on the store
location is not finalized yet, but the store will have a focus on attracting residential customers most likely
in city centres for small apartments or islands and suburbs for luxurious residencies.
Three main aspects are considered for the evaluation of the proof of concept:
1) “The Buying Experience” - Attention and interest of customers to buy the product
2) “The Implementation experience” - The installation and first experiences with the product
3) “The Engagement Experience” – The sustained experience with the product after months of
usage and the feedback loops of messages and interactions between the customer and the
service.
The Acharnes store is a typical Kafkas store in one of the pre-selected areas and can serve as an example
of how the pilot would promote the product and service offering.
The store is located in the Northern Suburbs of Athens. This
area is in the northern part covered by the forested Parnitha
mountains. The southern part is in the plain of Athens and is
densely populated. The centre of Acharnes is 11 km north of
Athens city centre. The suburb area is crossed by several
important roads and railways, including Motorway 6, the
Piraeus–Platy railway and the Athens Airport–Kiato railway
and will in this respect serve as good location for attracting
many different customer segments.
Inside the store a number of stands are used to attract
customer attention. The project will communicate the
benefits and opportunities alongside some more specific
offering details in leaflets and via QR codes for customers to
scan with smartphones and be redirected to the internet site for more information. It is important that
customers already in this situation feel confident about the solution and want to learn more.
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The internet site must be a specialised page, clearly and simply stating requirements (what you need to
get started) and benefits (what you get as an end-user/customer buying this solution). The URL:
BENEFFICE.eu might be confusing/too generic for the average customer, so the provided URL should
probably be a Kafkas.gr subpage localised in Greek language.
It will be considered to trial different ways of attracting people’s attentions and the full buying
experience to test the following parameters:
1) Segmented communication approaches
2) Price range/willingness to buy
3) Understanding of the concept
4) Different promoting activities in-store
Products will be promoted on larger displays
and on stands for customers to take to the
cashier.
It could be more or less complex stands and, in
some cases, there are tablets with e-catalogues.
The very limited budget for this will however
naturally limit the options available. For the
BENEFFICE project the idea would be to have the
actual devices on display with different loads for
the customer to see change of power
consumption. Tablets could be used to receive a
SMS or e-mails from the device.
At the same time the incentive to earn the CO2
coins by saving energy will have to be an
integrated part of the promotional activities.

It is also considered to develop on-counter promotions to attract attention
directly in the buying situation. This is also the perfect location for describing
the currency incentive, as CO2 coins could be converted into actually buying
equipment from the store.
Also, the counter stands could have the actual device installed together with
basic information on the subject. The most important feature however is, that
on this location the details can be explained by sales people, which is strongly
correlated to successful sales and will be an important parameter to
understand how much the human factor means in selling a new device.
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1.3 The utility pilot
In the BENEFFICE project the Austrian utility VERBUND provides a pilot to explore how and if is possible
to develop an Energy Savings package and how it can be used as part of a utility service offering. Both
to promote the company, as a way to build new business offerings or and as a way to engage with the
end customer on a more regular basis to heighten customer satisfaction and prevent churn.

1.3.1 Target customers and related services
VERBUND provides, as Austria’s biggest alternative electricity supplier, currently more than 425.000
households/SME with electricity and gas. [1]
Market liberalisation in Austria started 2001 and competition on the end-consumer market increased
slowly but steady. The market competition gained pace in the last years and in 2016 more than 152
electricity suppliers for 4.3 million households, 1.4 SME and other small customers, were active on the
Austrian market. [2] This lead to a pricing-battle (e.g. high one-time discounts when changing the
supplier) supported by an increasing amount of price-comparison tools. [3]
For differentiation to competitors the development and roll-out of additional service and products is
necessary, in order to attract new customers and decrease churn rates. Next to different loyalty
programs and the extension of existing value-chains should attract new customers and bind existing
ones. Therefore, the VERBUND-group currently offers the following products to end customers
additionally to electricity and gas supply:


Photovoltaic (PV) and battery systems



Smart Home (Eco-Home) with an energy-optimization focus



E-Mobility Packages

Especially consumers with PV-plants and/or battery storage as well as Eco-Home users show increased
interest in their electricity consumption. VERBUND-Eco-Home was launched in September 2015. It
focuses on three main areas of smart home:



Energy Management



Security



Comfort/Home Automation

Whereas Eco-Home should support current standard use-cases for security and comfort, the unique
selling proposition focuses on energy management use-cases combined with (nearly) plug-and-play
retrofitting. One of the current main features is the optimised usage of self-produced solar power. By
recognizing excess production and being able to control devices like heat-pumps, wallboxes or smaller
loads an optimization can be achieved. Experiences until now show possible increases of ownconsumption ratios from around 30 % to 50 % and more. A main challenge for enabling optimization of
electric energy usage was the missing data from a household’s consumption. Smart meter is just in the
roll-out phase in Austria [4] and research of VERBUND has shown a lack of easy and small installable
meters, which support reliable local data connections without having to install new wires for data
transmissions. Hence, VERBUND invented its own power meter; VERBUND-Eco-Home is sold B2B and
B2C, via different sales channels. In addition, VERBUND is the leading partner of the newly founded
Energy IOT Alliance. [5]
Within the Austrian demonstration of the FLEXICIENCY-project [6] VERBUND equipped around 150
participants with the second generation of VERBUND-Power-Meters to increase transparency of the
electricity consumption for consumers [7] and develop additional services (next to other goals of the
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H2020-project [8]). Additionally, around 100 participants are equipped with Eco-Home and take part
in the FLEXICIENCY-project. As end-customer services (e.g. mobile application) are just being released,
it is too early to report impacts on the customers’ behaviour or energy consumption.
Measurement of energy, transparency and optimization plays a key role in the smart home sector.
VERBUND’s market poll in 2015 has confirmed the interest of consumers in this area. One of the main
motivations for interest in energy management are most probably the expected savings [9] and in this
respect it will be an important measure to incorporate the BENEFFICE load disaggregation capabilities
as added services, as it is expected to be an efficient way to communicate about savings potential directly
at customer level. From another perspective the BENEFFICE monetary incentive will also be offered and
tested among the participants in the Utility Pilot – but as part of this project, the incentive cannot be
incorporated into a full-scale business model, and this aspect is important to maintain. Thus, the
monetary incentive will be offered as a standalone solution without integration to VERBUND’s other
commercial products.
By professional customer segmentation VERBUND will address customers who are early adopters of
energy management (e.g. PV-plant or smart-home) with potential new services and products.
The choice of target group will be considered as part of the implementation and roll out of the service
offering. Target groups is discussed in more detail in D2.2 and in chapter 3 of this deliverable. Regarding
target groups in the VERBUND pilot existing customers from the FLEXICIENCY project could be
considered as control group, in relation to new customers being offered the service without having any
previous experience with energy savings initiatives or feedback services. Using the existing
FLEXICIENCY customers in the pilot gives the pilot an opportunity to trial services with a customer
group which should be considered as “experienced” and as such, having had the service running for a
longer period of time.

The following parameters should be considered as main research criteria for the pilot:
1) “Customer Acceptance” - Attention and interest of customers to accept the offering.
a. Non-experienced customers
b. Experienced customers (FLEXICIENCY)
2) “The Implementation experience” - The installation and first experiences with the product
3) “The Engagement Experience” – The sustained experience with the product after months of
usage and the feedback loops of messages and interactions between the customer and the
service.

1.3.2 Research goals for the utility pilot
The overall goals - from the point of the utility pilot – are showing the business relevance of the work
performed. This means, that customer acceptance and feedback is crucial to see in the end if the offered
services can:
•
•
•

Attract new customers/achieve market differentiation
Reduce/prevent churn on existing customers
Add possible new revenue streams

For this purpose, VERBUND has developed a set of more detailed research points:
User Behaviour


Changes in energy consumption in kWh or %
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Interaction with and usage of provided services and tools by end user

Technical basics


Stability and flexibility of provided system



Interoperability with VERBUND Power-Meter



Quality of gathered data

Business relevance


Cost of provided System



Estimation of potential additional revenues and/or increased customer loyalty based on user
behaviour and feedback for provided services

1.4 The CCO2 pilot
In the BENEFFICE project the French start-up CCO2 provides a pilot to explore what is the way that the
climate change can be reversed due to human initiatives. The SME acts as a neobank and tries to
incentivise a voluntary activity that of Energy Efficiency. The SME has a service which currently rewards
each abated kilo of CO2 with digital currency. BENEFFICE offers an opportunity to adopt this service for
Energy improvements as well. This is a new thinking for Energy efficiency which tries to prove that
monetary rewards can make possible the behaviour change and bottom-up investments in EE at large
scale.

1.4.1 Description of the CCO2 current service
A currency unit, called CO2, is created for each emission reduction of 1kg of CO2. The unit is credited on
a CO2 account. For example, the use of an Electrical Vehicle (EV) car in France avoids the emissions of
2000 kg of CO2 in the atmosphere, and thus generates a credit of 2000 CO2s on the CO2 account. Minting
of one unit of the CO2 currency corresponds thus to the reduction of one kilogram of CO2 in the
atmosphere.
The offering of CO2 rewards brought some valuable knowledge. People registering on the CCO2 website
were all “bounty hunters”. Due to 45 years of large public campaigns on “we must save energy”, all EU
governments have developed large sets of subsidies for households (tax credits, subsidies, grants, white
certificates, etc,….). As a result, households know that when their boiler is broken, they have many
subsidies schemes to help them replace the broken equipment (up to 10 in France). They thus hunt for
subsidies to reduce their cost of purchasing a new boiler. This well documented “free rider” problem,
does not, at a macro level reduces the European CO2 emissions. The past 45 years Energy policies have
developed individual bounty hunting behaviour, and we face the lack of a collective narrative towards
fighting climate change. At a micro level, for CCO2 there are little financial incentives to distribute a new
form of bounty (the offset market is small). There is in addition no intellectual incentive in the
continuation of distributing non efficient bounties from a climate point of view.
In this context, the transformation of CO2 emissions reduction into a new currency seems to be a very
innovative and attractive tool to be tested.
If the new CO2 currency generates more transactions than traditional fiat currencies (€), or transactions
that would otherwise not happen, then the new currency proves its efficacy. This implies that a large
quantity of the new currency circulates among the community holding it (quantity and velocity of
currency).
The focus will thus be on creating traction on the new currency by adding the concept of Energy
efficiency in the CCO2 business model.
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1.4.2 The early concept of the service to be offered by each one of them through
BENEFFICE aims to design and validate an attractive offering which will generate usage of the currency.
Several service concepts are proposed such as the consideration of Energy improvements as a way to
generate CO2 coins, or in the framework of a Utility (VERBUND), or other market catalysts, such as a
retailer (Kafkas) to encourage the use of the currency by accepting payments for electronic equipment
and electricity directly with a better exchange rate, than if converted directly to €.
The need to create attractive offerings, and thus to find interesting corresponding partners could also
be developed in other ways which are the aim of BENEFFICE.
One concept which potentially facilitates the adoption of CO2 coins and will be applied in BENEFFICE,
puts partner CCO2 in the role of a neo-bank, whereby buying/selling/using CO2s can be managed with
a simple mobile banking application (low cost neo-banking services). CCO2 thus developed a neo mobile
banking product to allow for the circulation of CO2s. Services provided include CO2 payment card that
can be monitored by the users, realtime balance knowledge, etc.. The CCO2 is unique in its climate action,
thanks to the CO2 currency.
Unique Climate Action: this banking experience is dedicated to fighting climate change and therefore
all CO2 accounts are held in the CO2 unit and not in euros. When a person reload his CO2 account with
100 euros, he receives a credit of 1900 CO2s. This operation is only possible, if 1900 CO2s are available,
i.e., 1900 kilograms of CO2 have been removed from the atmosphere. The more customers willing to
reload their CO2 account, the more traction is creating on abatting CO2, thus creating the CO2 currency.
From a climate perspective, this is precisely the objective of the design of the CO2 Account.
CO2s are then spent in any shops, with the use of the CO2 Card. When a customer purchases a good in a
shop, and pays with his CO2 Card, in this introduction phase of the new CO2 currency, it is likely that
the merchant will not accept the CO2 currency (new too him). Therefore, CCO2 will pay the merchant in
euros, and collect the CO2s of the transaction. This operation is done automatically when a good is
purchased with the CO2 card, allowing for the CO2 Card to be used in any shop. Indeed, the CO2 Card is
a prepaid Mastercard, that is accepted in the entire Mastercard merchant network.
Unique minting services: The CO2 account is also the sole bank account where CO2 Account holders
mint CO2s when they reduce their CO2 emissions. CCO2 is thus not a “low cost” neobank, but a bank
paying off.
CCO2 aims to extend its service, and this peculiar minting benefit through BENEFFICE by providing the
monetary rewards for energy savings in addition to abatement of CO2 emissions. In particular,
electricity savings, will be converted into new minting of CO2s, thus increasing the income of
households. Selling the sensing components and the personalised advice that allow to control the
savings (the BENEFFICE Plug and play devices) would also be a new source of income for CCO2.
This offers the potential for bigger market penetration and new business opportunities.
In term of competition, Revolut in the UK, and N26 in Germany are offering a new banking experience
on mobile phone. They have a very friendly User Experience proposal, but have no climate focus, and do
not provide earnings for account holders.
CCO2 aims to develop and test this banking business models during the BENEFFICE, in order to offer to
BENEFFICE pilot users, and CCO2 Customers, a complete new “climate banking experience”.
Additional banking services have been considered to increase the attractiveness of the CO2 Account,
such as in particular a CO2 loan product. For example, in France, one million households are heated with
a fuel-boiler aged 25 years or more which have a large CO2 footprint. If those boilers are replaced by
carbon free electrical heat pumps, or biomass boilers, houses can generate about 5000 CO2s for each
participant per year over a period of 10 years. Those 5000 CO2s could be used to pay interest for a loan
that could be acquired by CCO2 to buy the heat pump and finally bring the Annual Percentage Rate (APR)
of the loan close to zero. This can make the option of CO2 loan unbeatable on the market.
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1.4.3 Potential target audiences
The importance here is to track real-time usage of electricity which effectively can be analysed over time
and offer credits for the obtained reduction. The pilots in France will aim to target specific customer
groups by inviting them to participate in a special program, which will measure their energy savings
and provide them feedback on their specific behaviour – while at the same time giving them a massive
incentive by offering the CO2 Credits as a monetary incentive.
In France, CCO2 will continue to recruit customers through the internet only (SEO, SEA, Webmarketing,
etc,…) or through the already registered CO2 account holders.
The successful validation of the results in France could also be promoted in other parties and similar
groups and lead the networking with other parties such as utilities or other market catalysts, and offer
the opportunity to generate new revenue channels.

1.5 Three pilots - combined knowledge
The three pilots bring together valuable insights on how to engage end customers using advanced
technology, automated feedback loops and sustained energy savings.
From the three pilots comes insights into several aspects of the customer psychology related to start
changing energy behaviour and how to sustain these changes over time.
1) The phase of acceptance, installation and usability is piloted for very different situations and
in very different contexts. The knowledge obtain will give insights into which elements
constitute the best user experience and user acceptance and which context gives the best savings
potential.
2) The phase of implementation. After having accepted the intervention and the incentive, the
concept needs to prove its value – both or the end-customer and the business behind it. Again,
the BENEFFICE project provides valuable insights into very different scenarios based on
customers being exposed for the offering with very different means – but now experiencing the
same difficulties in making the kit work.
3) Providing feedback and building customer profiles for individualized content. The user
experience comes to a test, when it has been installed for a long time. It has to continuously
develop with the end user i.e. when the customer becomes more advanced, he will expect more
advanced feedback and controls. Hence, it is important to acknowledge differences in the
experiences taking into account the very different entry points.
(1)

The development of the different business models will also be based on these activities and learnings
from the end-customer experiences. Questions to be answered in relation to this could be: “Are people
willing to pay for the service?” and “Can the service partly make a business out of offering a currency
incentive?”.

Table 1: Table with pilot requirements

Existing
Infrastructure
Smart Meter
Technical
Specifications
Number of
Households

VERBUND PILOT

CCO2 PILOT

KAFKAS PILOT

Access to digital meter
or power cables for
clamps

Access to digital meter or
power cables for clamps

Access to digital meter or
power cables for clamps

No Smart Meter data
needed

No Smart Meter data
needed

No Smart Meter data
needed

17 Flexiciency + 18
New

35 to be offered the kit –
multiple users for the

35 Kits
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Green Energy
Type of Energy
usage
Data Sampling
Frequency

TBD
Electricity, Gas
5 seconds

stand-alone currency
offering
Specific offers from Engie
and Total. Still to be
checked what will be
offered in detail.
Electricity, Gas, Diesel,
Gasoline
5 seconds
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2 Best practices and SOTA
2.1 Introduction and executive summary of this chapter
For many years energy consumers and politicians alike have been interested in ways to reduce the
energy consumption – and the energy bill. There are several aspects related to this. One is related to
communication and to understanding customer psychology and behaviour - and one is related to
technical interventions, automation and education of customers. In this chapter State-of-the-Art
technology is presented alongside best practices in the field of establishing, nurturing and sustaining
energy savings among residential customers. An overview of policies in the field of energy savings is
also presented to create the best possible foundation for decision making on how to determine which
interventions, automation and feedback mechanisms are to be established and trialled in the pilots of
the BENEFFICE project.
Overall the findings in this chapter sums up to the following:
1. A gateway to enable friction free and high-speed interaction with sensors and controls seems
mandatory. Most analysed gateways have high standards and capabilities and the market seems
to have matured considerably in the past years. However, a few fail to addres the criteria set for
costs or inflexibility. The final decision needs to be made in relation to the flexibility of the
technology. Easy updates and programming is key to creating a dynamic environment – and
furthermore the ability to communicate via different radio protocols seems the most important
parameters in order to be able to support future devices.
2. Radio technologies are still evolving and no standards for a HAN based Smart Home environment
has yet been established. Hence it is important that the suggested gateway solution can operate
at multiple frequencies and protocols at the same time. Important aspects of the underlying
radio technology include:
1.

The ability to form mesh networks to secure stability and interoperability of the entire
solution.

2.

Have very low power needs, as a key issue for the end customer is, that once they have
installed the sensors, they should not worry if they are working or not.

3. Sensors should operate frictionless with other sensors and controls to become part of larger,
existing eco-systems. From the analysis on best practices it is found, that there need to be
sensors in at least the three areas of concern to most people: comfort, cost and convenience to
support and encourage people to engage in the different aspects of their lives.
4. Sensors should be part of an eco-system, which not only report, but which is capable of controlling
– or at least advising – customers what to do to improve their current stats.
When it comes to understanding what drives a sustained change in customer behaviour towards energy
savings the following best practices are the most important:
1.

Customer values are context dependent and needs to be addressed as such
Best Practices and the possibility to build successful business cases comes from understanding what
creates value for the end-customer. To understand customer values constant feedback loops are needed
and established communication should always encourage people to leave comments and give feedback.

2.

Find the right process from the beginning to understand what your customers value
As customer’s values becomes more sophisticated and complex over time with involvement and
engagement a processual approach to evolve the interactions and engagement strategies with the end-
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customers should be developed already from the beginning of the BENEFFICE project.
3.

Understand to whom you are talking to – to gather the needs
A segmented approach for the BENEFFICE engagement strategy is a key to a successful project. Hence
the technology should be developed to respond to different customer groups in different ways according
to their perceptions and values.
In regard to policies, which is the third part of this chapter, there are clear indications, that economic
incentives and the direct involvement of residential customers are important measures to secure
substantial energy savings. Hence, the implementation of the CO2 currency across the BENEFFICE pilot
is an important element for the whole project.

2.2 Existing devices, Products and Services
There are indeed both failures and success stories in the field of technology meant to establish energy
savings. Comparing technologies is not an easy task, as technological inventions are designed with a
specific focus or for a certain situation. However, in the top three of most important parts of the energy
efficiency technologies is “measuring” always present, as it will give insights on where and when energy
is used.
When comparing the different technologies in the following section, generally, the methodology
followed is this:
1. Measure: Gather data on energy consumption and power quality, not just at the point of
common coupling of the power supplier, but also within the installation so that information of
where and when energy is spent is acquired.
2. Behaviour change towards energy efficiency: Simple actions are recommended regularly and
their adoption results in long term behaviour change, like turning off the lights when leaving a
room or making sure that air conditioning is not in operation during weekend when not at home.
In case there is house automation available, this can be exploited to set up automatic actions that
minimise energy consumption.
3. Keep measuring, and adjust and “communicate” recommendations in a more efficient
way: Above actions can lead to huge savings, but without maintenance and continuous triggers,
energy will again increase. Good habits will not be followed after a few months, while a sensor
may malfunction. Also, use of the building may change. Additionally, new technologies may give
potential for further optimizing energy usage (e.g. more efficient devices). Therefore a
trigger/event based model is needed for continuous and/or periodic reminding of actions to be
taken and re-iterating the interest in the energy activity actions.
Above actions have proven in time to have excellent results, however they require engineers who will
audit the installation, decide on where there is potential for energy efficiency and of course an initial
cost for the installation of the devices to measure and monitor energy efficiency results. This process
can be followed by corporations, but a similar approach cannot be followed by households. Attracting
households to adopt such packages require easier and less costly installations, which provide immediate
tangible results. BENEFFICE aims to work on this objective by researching and incorporating
technological advances and cheaper devices which can easily be adopted to a house automation system.
The following sections provide an insight into the SOTA technologies that can be used to implement a
residential solution.
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The current IoT landscape features a plethora of companies specialising in different areas. In fact, the
sheer number of companies involved leads several people to quote that there is no such thing as a
“universal IoT solution”. This finding is consistent with the following analysis as well as an industrywide analysis performed by ReadWrite [10], a media platform dedicated to IoT and Connected World as
presented next:

Figure 1: An overview of the IoT landscape
The above figure conveys a clear message: a considerable part of the IoT infrastructure needed by
modern IoT projects is already available. This is a message taken with serious consideration in
BENEFFICE as we do not plan nor wish to re-invent low-level infrastructure services that already exist.
Instead, we plan to re-use existing services and infrastructure in order to provide the added-value
services of the project. Building upon technical blocks already available, with good documentation and
already tested in the field, allows BENEFFICE to better focus on its unique features. To that front, during
this SOTA analysis solutions have been hand-picked as related to BENEFFICE’s activities, targets and
goals while excluding solutions that may have been interesting, however they could not be directly
associated with the immediate goals of the project.

2.2.1 Evaluation criteria (for solution developers)
For the evaluation of existing solutions, the following parameters and criteria have been identified.
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1) Business stability: Relevance of the suppliers project portfolio and credibility and reliability of
the company.
2) Cost: What is the typical cost to acquire a service and to maintain the service when new
customers are being added. It should be noted that this is a detail most companies keep under a
Non-Disclosure Agreement.
3) Device Management: What support a platform provides to provision and monitor IoT device
remotely including over-the-air updates.
4) Features: What type of features are available, how such features can be accessed and how well
are features integrated into the provided programmatic API.
5) Geographic location: Where is the company providing the services or goods, how are physical
items being delivered.
6) Hosting model: How they provision environments for customers and which providers they
leverage for this. For example, do they provide public or private cloud options and who provides
their underlying infrastructure.
7) Programming environment/protocols: What are the data protocols supported and through
which technology data can be extracted.
The above criteria were scored on a 1 to 5 rating scale, with 1 indicating poor performance and 5
indicating excellent performance. If a particular criterion was not relevant for a particular evaluation
grouping it was omitted. In Appendix A the methodology used for the evaluation of each component is
described in detail.

2.2.2 Evaluation grouping
For the purpose of the evaluation the solutions/offerings under analysis were categorised to the
following groups:
1.

IoT hardware gateways: Consists of the hardware device that serves as the connection point
between the IoT cloud platform and controllers, sensors and intelligent devices. All data
moving to the cloud, or vice versa, goes through the gateway.
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2.

IoT platforms: The IoT platform is responsible to obtain the data from the gateway and store
it for further analysis and visualization. The IoT platform may also be responsible to provision
and manage the gateway devices. An IoT platform may also provide software to be embedded
into the gateway device in the form of a software agent or a fully embedded solution.IoT

hardware gateways

Table 2: Squid.link gateway
Product
Company
Description

Squid.link gateway
https://www.develcoproducts.com/products/gateways/
Develco
https://www.develcoproducts.com
Squid.link Gateway is the heart of any IoT solution. The hub bridges wireless
devices across wireless protocols and brands. Develco Products’ gateway is a
flexible white label platform for connecting all devices in a smart home, smart
energy, healthcare or building management system. The gateway supports a wide
range of communication protocols including ZigBee, Z-Wave, WLAN, Wireless MBus, and Bluetooth Low Energy. The gateway hosts a programmable Linuxplatform and is integrated with a wide variety of cloud solutions.

Evaluation
Business
stability

Develco has a long history with many successful projects and clients.
It currently has more than 1 million gateway devices deployed
worldwide.
Cost
Develco provides OEM devices for gateways as well as sensors. The
gateway product comes in different configurations
(https://www.develcoproducts.com/products/gateways/squidlinkgateway/) and priced according to the number of supported radios.
Features
Ethernet, Cellular 2G/3G, WLAN (b/g/n), ZigBee 2.4 GHz
Wireless M-Bus, Sub 1 GHz proprietary, Z-Wave, WLAN 2.4 GHz,
Bluetooth Low Energy
Geographic
Develco is based in Denmark, so just a few time zones away from the
location
core development team. Based in EU results in no additional
import/custom tax.
Programming Develco’s software for the gateway is based on Java, a familiar
environment
environment for the core development team.
Photos / Screenshots
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Table 3: LowCost Gateway
Product
Company
Description

LowCost Gateway (LCGW)
http://ioticity.solutions/#lowcost
DSR – IOTCity
http://ioticity.solutions/
LCGW is an ideal home monitoring gateway that combines highly reliable
connectivity with low cost in an easy to install and use solution, making it an
excellent choice for the DIY segment. Information is transferred and stored in
cloud via secure communication channel, Over-the-air (OTA) firmware upgrade,
Easy to install — takes only a few minutes to set up, Self-status monitoring and
warning notifications, iOS and Android apps to control Smart Home devices.

Evaluation
Business
stability

DSR has been working with wireless technologies for over a decade.
IoTicity is a brand of DSR and represents its portfolio of products
and services in the Internet of Things space.
Cost
The LCGW comes at a very competitive price, however this is largely
justified by the limited number of supported radios in its basic
configuration.
Features
Zigbee® PRO and HA1.2 support, Ethernet.
Geographic
DSR’s HQ is in the USA with additional offices in Russia, Japan, The
location
Netherlands, and Portugal.
Programming
DSR provides “Smart Gateway” software as a firmware for the
environment
LCGW. At the time of writing, no additional details have been
provided by DSR considering specific details of the programming
environment.
Photos / Screenshots

★★★★☆

★★★★☆

★★☆☆☆
★★★★☆
★☆☆☆☆

Table 4: Multi Service IoT Gateway
Product
Company
Description

Multi Service IoT Gateway
https://www.eurotech.com/en/products/devices/iot+gateways
Eurotech
https://www.eurotech.com/en/
M2M / IoT Gateways close the gap between devices in the field and the Cloud,
where data is collected, stored and manipulated by business applications. The
M2M / IoT Gateways, instantiate a bidirectional communication between the field
and the Cloud; moreover, high-end IoT Gateway offer local processing and storage
capabilities to provide offline services and almost real time control over the
devices in the field. Multi-Service IoT Gateways are ideally suited for M2M
applications to connect sensors, actuators, and devices to the business enterprise.
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Key functionalities include a wide array of secure connectivity solutions through
cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and Zigbee networks.
Evaluation
Business
stability

Eurotech is one of the oldest key-players in the field of IoT with
many successful installations. Eurotech is also heavily involved with
Eclipe Kura and Kapua (which is original their own internal project).
Cost
Eurotech’s gateway come in a variety of configurations, however
they mainly target non-residential environments.
Features
The Multi Service IoT Gateway provides more than 10 different
configurations for gateways, however built-in support for HAN
radios is limited.
Geographic
Headquartered in Italy, it has operating locations in Europe, North
location
America and Japan.
Programming Multi Service IoT Gateway can run Eclipse Kura or the Eurotechenvironment
supported ESF version of it. The environment is based in Java and
provides a large number of features. However, Eclipse Kura (or ESF)
does not support, yet, Zigbee/Z Wave radios without custom
development.
Photos / Screenshots

★★★★★
★★★☆☆
★★☆☆☆
★★★★☆
★☆☆☆☆

Table 5: Goap gateway
Product
Company
Description

Evaluation
Business
stability

NETIC main unit
http://netichome.com/english/products/controller/netic-main-unit/
NETIChome / GOAP
http://netichome.com/english/
The NETIC main unit is used to manage and control the connected NETIChome
devices, such as Dimmer, Shutter, On/Off, Double on/off, temperature sensors, and
many others. NETIC has been designed and developed as a low-cost introduction
home automation solution for installations that already have a pre-existing Wi-Fi
connection available. Using this approach enables you to build a complete
smarthome on a budget. When using the NETIC main unit you will not need to use
any wiring to integrate the NETIC main unit into your home automation network.
Instead the NETIC main unit uses a low power, secured wireless technology to
communicate with your home automation network making the NETIC main unit
blend into your home.
GOAP has been making automation devices since 1990. Over the last ★ ★ ★ ★ ☆
two decades they have helped automate some of the biggest cruise
ships in the world, for leading cruise lines such as Princess Cruises,
Carnival Cruise and many others. Having successfully developed and
implemented building management systems in a wide range of
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Cost

buildings and having helped to automate more than 50 cruise ships
using different communication protocols, they began developing
their own smart homes solutions.
NETIChome comes in a specific configuration to act as a generic IoT ★ ★ ★ ★ ☆
gateway with no additional customisation options.
Z Wave, Wi-Fi, Ethernet
★★☆☆☆
Slovenia
★★★★☆

Features
Geographic
location
Programming NETIChome does not allow custom firmware to be installed on the
environment
gateway.
Photos / Screenshots

★☆☆☆☆

Table 6: Universal IoT Gateway
Product

Universal IoT Gateway
https://prodrive-technologies.com/products/universal-iot-gateway-2/
Company
Prodrive
https://prodrive-technologies.com
Description
Prodrive’s gateway can be order at minimum quantity of 25000 units, so it was
not further evaluated.
Photos / Screenshots

Table 7: Modular IoT Gateway
Product
Company
Description

Modular IoT Gateway
https://volansys.com/modular-iot-gateway/
Volansys
https://volansys.com/
Modular IoT Gateway is an advance, smart, customizable, multi-service reference
platform based on VOL NXP i.MX6UL/i.MX6ULL SOM to design N-node IoT solution
with multiple RF connectivity, control options (mobile app, voice & wearable) and
leading cloud integration. It provides flexibility to design customized IoT solutions
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for industries ranging from commercial lighting, building automation, smart
industrial applications, smart cities, oil and gas, agriculture and more. This multiprotocol platform is combined with proven SDK features like cloud platform
connectivity, wireless protocols, OTA, etc., that accelerates implementation of IoT
use cases. Its build-to-order components allow designing a customized solution
according to functionality at optimized cost. Modular IoT Gateway is available for
re-branding as per OEMs and manufacturer’s requirements.
Evaluation
Business
stability

VOLANSYS is a Next Generation Digital Transformation, Product
Realization, and Data Science company, which acts as a ‘single stop
solution enabler’ to bring your ideas to life. VOLANSYS has evolved
into 350+ passionate and curious engineers serving 50+ customers
globally, and is growing fast.
Cost
Modular IoT Gateway was on the high-end of the spectrum
regarding acquisition cost. Taking into account the additional
import taxes, makes it the most expensive gateway we evaluated.
Features
Low power KW41Z Bluetooth (BLE 4.2)/Thread (IEEE 802.15.4)
module, NFC controller and Zigbee® module (NXP
JN5169/JN5179), IoT Gateway acts as BLE – Wi-Fi Gateway, Thread
– Wi-Fi Gateway and Zigbee® – Wi-Fi Gateway as per solution
requirements. It also functions as Thread Border Router and
Zigbee® coordinator.
Geographic
Volansys’ design centre is based in India and all products have to be
location
shipped to Europe incurring additional P&P as well as import taxes.
Programming The SLN-IOT-GPI Integrated Development Experience (IDEx)
environment
combines the NXP Modular IoT Gateway supporting simultaneous
ZigBee and Thread connectivity controlled by the energy efficient
i.MX6UL processor and a Modular Edge Node controlled by a
wireless SoC. The optimised hardware is supported with preintegrated production-ready Linux® and FreeRTOS-based BSPs.
Photos / Screenshots

★★★★☆

★☆☆☆☆
★★★★☆

★★☆☆☆
★★★★☆

Table 8: Wibutler
Product
Company
Description

Wibutler
https://www.wibutler.com/en_GB/wibutler/server
Wibutler
https://www.wibutler.com/en_GB
Wibutler enables your smart devices to communicate with each other, making them
compatible by translating different communication protocols. Wibutler comes with
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a lot of add-ons ranging from a network cable to the main adapter, from a wall
fastening kit to a quickstart guide for first instructions.
Evaluation
Business
stability

Cost

Wibutler is a brand of iEXERGY. IEXERGY GmbH is a development ★ ★ ★ ☆ ☆
and consulting company that implements hardware and software
projects with the focus on home automation. Founded in 2011 as a
spin-off of Münster University of Applied Sciences, the company
supports manufacturers from various sectors in the integration of
their products in a networked world.
In order to simplify everyday life for people with intelligent and
efficient building technology, the company is launching the
manufacturer-independent smart home solution wibutler in April
2015.
Wibutler requires a minimum order of 2000pcs and is priced in the ★ ★ ★ ☆ ☆
middle of our evaluation range. For 2000pcs and more, there is
additional discount which makes it more economical.

Features

AWLAN 802.11 b/g/n (2,4 GHz), ZigBee Home Automation 1.2.1, Z- ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Wave , EnOcean.

Geographic
location
Programming
environment

Germany

★★★★☆

The gateway comes with its own firmware and a mobile app to ★ ★ ☆ ☆ ☆
program it; however, this is mainly focused on smart home
environments. As a hardware platform, it is open for OEMs to install
their own framework.
Photos / Screenshots

Table 9: RaspberryPi
Product

RaspberryPi 3B+

Company

RaspberryPi Foundation

https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-3-model-bplus/
https://www.raspberrypi.org
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Description

Evaluation
Business
stability

Cost

Features

Geographic
location
Programming
environment

The Raspberry Pi is a series of small single-board computers developed in the
United Kingdom by the Raspberry Pi Foundation to promote teaching of basic
computer science in schools and in developing countries. The original model
became far more popular than anticipated, selling outside its target market for uses
such as robotics and home automation enthusiasts.
The Raspberry Pi Foundation is a charity founded in 2009 to ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
promote the study of basic computer science in schools, and is
responsible for developing the Raspberry Pi, the UK's best-selling
PC of all time. As a foundation, it enjoys a wide recognition and
financial stability. In early 2013 the Foundation split into two parts:
Raspberry Pi Foundation which is responsible for the charitable and
educational activities; and Raspberry Pi (Trading) Ltd responsible
for the engineering and trading activities.
RaspberryPi 3B+ is an extremely affordable device in the lowest end ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
of the spectrum.
Broadcom BCM2837B0, Cortex-A53 (ARMv8) 64-bit SoC @ 1.4GHz, ★ ★ ★ ☆ ☆
1GB LPDDR2 SDRAM, 2.4GHz and 5GHz IEEE 802.11.b/g/n/ac
wireless LAN, Bluetooth 4.2, BLE, Gigabit Ethernet over USB 2.0
(maximum throughput 300 Mbps), Extended 40-pin GPIO header
Full-size HDMI, 4 USB 2.0 ports
UK with distributors worldwide, including Greece.
★★★★★

RaspberryPi can use many different operating systems available for ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
the ARMv8 architecture, therefore is capable to support many
different development environments including Java.
Photos / Screenshots

2.2.2.1 Summary
The above evaluation of gateways can be summarised into the following table:
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4

2

5

4
4
5
4

3
4
3
4

5
2
2
2

4
3
5

1
3
5

4
5
3

4
5
4
1
4
1
4
1
not evaluated
2
4
4
2
5
5

NORMALISED WEIGHTED SCORE

Programming environment

4

TOTAL WEIGHTED SCORE

Geographic location

3

TOTAL SCORE

Features

Develco
LowCost Gateway
Multi Service IoT Gateway
NETIC
Universal IoT Gateway
Modular IoT Gateway
Wibutler
Raspberry Pi

Cost

Weight

Business stability

Table 10: Gateways summary

21
15
15
15

77
49
48
49

86%
54%
53%
54%

15
17
23

56
59
82

62%
66%
91%

Raspberry Pi comes as the top selection with 91% with Develco gateway being very close with 86%.
Both devices are very capable gateways with a plethora of options, however due to Raspberry PI’s low
price and better ecosystem as well as abundance of public documentation it becomes the gateway device
of choice for BENEFFICE.

2.2.3 IoT platforms
Table 11: Eclipse Kura
Product
Company
Description

Eclipse Kura + Kapua
https://www.eclipse.org/kura/
https://www.eclipse.org/kapua/
Eclipse Foundation
https://www.eclipse.org
Eclipse Kura is an Eclipse IoT project that provides a platform for building IoT
gateways. It is a smart application container that enables remote management of
such gateways and provides a wide range of APIs for allowing you to write and
deploy your own IoT application.
Kura runs on top of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and leverages OSGi, a dynamic
component system for Java, to simplify the process of writing reusable software
building blocks. Kura APIs offer easy access to the underlying hardware including
serial ports, GPS, watchdog, USB, GPIOs, I2C, etc. It also offers OSGI bundle to
simplify the management of network configurations, the communication with IoT
servers, and the remote management of the gateway.
Kura components are designed as configurable OSGi Declarative Service exposing
service API and raising events. While several Kura components are in pure Java,
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others are invoked through JNI and have a dependency on the Linux operating
system.
The system is primarily developed for industrial users.
Evaluation
Business
stability

Cost
Device
management
Features

Geographic
location
Hosting model
Programming
environment

Eclipse is a community for individuals and organizations who wish ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
to collaborate on commercially-friendly open source software. Its
projects are focused on building an open development platform
comprised of extensible frameworks, tools and runtimes for
building, deploying and managing software across the lifecycle.
The Eclipse Foundation is a not-for-profit, member supported
corporation that hosts the Eclipse projects and helps cultivate both
an open source community and an ecosystem of complementary
products and services.
Open Source Software.
★★★★★
Supported via Kapua.
★★★★☆
I/O Services, Data Services, Cloud Services, Configuration Service,
Remote Management, Networking, Watchdog Service, Web
administration interface. Kura does not support Zigbee/Z Wave
out of the box.
Commercial support is provided via Eurotech which is based in
Italy.
Kapua requires own hosting infrastructure.
Java, OSGi

★☆☆☆☆

★★★★☆
★★☆☆☆
★★★★★

Table 12: ProSyst SmartHome gateway
Product

ProSyst SmartHome gateway

Company

Bosch Software Innovations
https://www.bosch-si.com/corporate/home/homepage.html
In creating Bosch Software Innovations, Bosch took an early strategic step forward
into the connected future. The leading international provider of technology and
services acquired ‘Innovations Software Technology’ in 2008, a first in the context
of the Internet of Things. The acquisition of ‘inubit’ in 2011 and ‘ProSyst Software’
in 2015 kept furnishing the company with core technologies.

Description

Evaluation
Business
stability
Cost

Device
management
Features

https://www.bosch-si.com/iot-platform/iot-platform/gateway/software.html

With 600 IoT experts, Bosch Software Innovations has locations in ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Germany (Berlin, Cologne, Immenstaad, and Waiblingen), Bulgaria
(Sofia), Singapore, China (Shanghai), and Japan (Tokyo).
ProSyst is priced in the middle of our evaluation, providing flexible ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
pricing options either based on the number of gateways deployed or
a yearly support contract. For BENEFFICE, ProSyst made as an
exclusive, very low-priced offer.
Supported
★★★★★
-Includes ProSyst’s own OSGi-certified, low-footprint
implementation compliant with OSGi release versions 4.2, 4.3, 5.0
- HGI SWEX (software modularity) compliant and tested
- Optimized for use in products such as gateways / hub devices
- Provides a remote management agent based on TR-069 and TR-
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157, incl. service and application lifecycle management
- Includes home network connectivity support: incl. Z-Wave, ZigBee,
DECT, BLE, wMBUS, EnOcean, UPnP, KNX, X10, HomeMatic, web
cameras, etc.
- Comes with integrated device abstraction layer (DAL)
- Provides scalable automation rules engine for scripted automation
scenarios (scenario manager)
- Includes integrated web server and web framework for rich webbased interfaces
- Comes with sophisticated resource management support,
enhancing runtime robustness and reliability
- Provides update and restart manager
- Includes intelligent, extensible native watchdog agent
- Ported and optimized for JVMs and OSs such as Linux or Android
- Comes with rich remote-access capabilities (Java, JCA, JMS, web
services such as SOAP or REST, JSON-RPC)
- Includes web-based administration application and CLI interface
locally, either via Telnet or from within Eclipse
- Provides platform, application & service lifecycle management
- Supports remote installation, updating, uninstallation,
configuration, monitoring, and diagnostics – all on the fly
Geographic
location
Hosting
model
Programming
environment

Software support is mainly provided from Bulgaria.

★★★★☆

ProSyst requires own hosting infrastructure.

★★☆☆☆

Java, OSGi

★★★★★

Table 13: Yodiwo
Product
Company
Description

Evaluation
Business
stability
Cost
Device
management
Features

Yodiwo Cyan, Alcyone
Yodiwo
Cyan is Yodiwo’s flagship IoT workflow creator. It is offering a graph based IoT
application development and deployment environment, which allows dispersed
network devices of diverse technologies to be seamlessly connected with analytics,
storage systems, mobile and web applications. Alcyone is the brain of Yodiwo’s IoT
ecosystem which orchestrates and bridges a world of geographically dispersed
Things, Analytics, storage systems and third-party cloud services.
Yodiwo is a young company.

★★★☆☆

Yodiwo has a flexible pricing model which is mainly volume-based ★ ★ ★ ☆ ☆
with a “per month” subscription.
Supported.
★★★★★
Real View: Enable RealView to have an as-they-happen overview of ★ ★ ★ ★ ☆
events. This actually extends beyond sensors and actuators and into
all blocks in graphs! Events that trigger configured alerts are easily
identifiable and of different colour.
Floorplan View: Go into our new ‘Placer’ section and add a
background image, e.g. of a floorplan where sensors are placed. Start
dropping the sensors’ Things (or Virtual Things that represent them)
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Geographic
location
Hosting model
Programming
environment

into the canvas and you immediately have always-enabled RealView
tied to your own easily-identifiable locations.
Per-Port alerts: Any eligible port in the Things Manager will allow you
to set custom alerts. For example, you can get notified if values cross
pre-defined boundaries or if there no values at all within a specified
time period.
Thing Grouping: Device management just got more useful with Thing
Grouping. Create groups by thing type or manually, add/remove
things or tags and configure all in one go. Each created group appears
in the Designer’s stencil as a new special block that represents all of
the group’s Things, can accept events from any of them and can
trigger events towards all of them in one go, or to any specific one.
Virtual Things: They act as buffers between different graphs, allowing
to split complex stories in more than one graphs. Each created Virtual
Thing automatically creates identical input and output blocks.
Whatever is sent to one, generates an event on the other.
A nice side-effect is that Virtual Things allow buffering of the output
of complex logic. Have a logical gateway that’s producing multiplexed
events for many different physical entities? Capture the type of event
you care about with one or more Logic blocks and then save it into a
Virtual Thing which can be reused into any number of different
scenarios. Yodiwo provides a hardware gateway, however this is built
to order, thus no standard commercial unit in which the platform can
be evaluated is provided.
Greece.
★★★★★
Cloud-based infrastructure as well as own hosting infrastructure.
Primarily .NET based.

★★★★★
★★★★☆

Table 14: esthesis IoT platform
Product
Company
Description

Evaluation
Business
stability

Cost

esthesis IoT platform
European Dynamics SA
esthesis IoT platform is European Dynamics flagship Internet of Things platform.
esthesis is a multi-layered solution, end-to-end solution to deploy IoT devices,
remotely manage them, and acquire data. The cornerstone of esthesis architecture
is to reuse ready-made components while provide the necessary infrastructure and
software interfaces to interconnect them into a coherent solution.
European Dynamics is a leading Information Technologies service ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
provider and software developer in the field of e-government,
operating internationally as a group of companies, with offices and
antennas in Athens, Berlin, Basel, Brussels, Copenhagen, London,
Luxembourg, Nicosia, Stockholm, etc. The group designs, develops,
supports and operates complex IT systems and commercialises a
wide range of software products in the field of e-government, using
state-of-the-art technologies. The group generates annual revenues
in the range of EURO 40 million, with an EBITDA in the range of 20%.
The value of our contract portfolio exceeds EURO 250 million.
esthesis platform as well as esthesis runtime agent licenses are ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
provided to BENEFFICE at no cost.
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Device
management
Features

Geographic
location
Hosting model
Programming
environment

★★★★★

Supported.

esthesis is a young platform, although it already provides a variety of ★ ★ ★ ☆ ☆
features such as:
- Devices management: Devices are managed by deploying a remote
agent component. The role of the agent is to register a remote device
with esthesis platform and facilitate data exchange.
- Certificates and Certificate Authorities management: esthesis
provides full support for the creation and management of chained
certificate authorities as well as creating security certificates.
- Tags management: Tagging of information is available in many
different areas in esthesis, allowing for quick and easy segregation of
resources based on tag-filtering.
- Provisioning: Remote devices can be provisioned with updates
while esthesis manages the provisioning rollout and progress.
- Auditing: esthesis provides a detailed auditing of all information
change within the platform.
- Data sinks: esthesis can persist data to different types of external
resources called ‘data sinks’. A data sink may be a relational database,
a time-series database, etc.
- Digital Twin interface: The Digital Twin interface allows third-party
applications to access remote devices’ status information and data as
if the devices were locally available.
Greece.
★★★★★
esthesis can be deployed on private infrastructure or used on a PaaS ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
model fully-managed in European Dynamics’ datacenters.
Java.
★★★★★

2.2.3.1 Summary of IoT platforms
The above evaluation of IoT platforms can be summarised into the following table:

Hosting model

Programming environment

3
4
5

4
1
5

4
4
4

3
2
2

5
5
5
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Geographic location

2
5
5

TOTAL WEIGHTED SCORE

Features

4
5
5

TOTAL SCORE

Device management

Eclipse Kura
ProSyst SmartHome

Cost

Weight

Business stability

Table 15: IoT platforms summary

26
93 74%
31 112 90%
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Yodiwo
esthesis IoT platform

3
5

3
5

5
5

4
3

5
5

5
5

4
5

29 104 83%
33 117 94%

Esthesis IoT platform comes as the top selection with 94%, with ProSyst SmartHome following closely
with 90%. ProSyst SmartHome is a mature solution with plenty of features, however it imposes an OSGIbased development which might be restrictive in the future. On the other hand, esthesis IoT is a young
solution, however as it is created by European Dynamics we fully control it and have a deep
understanding of how it works and can be integrated with BENEFFICE, so it was our choice for the IoT
platform.

2.2.4 Sensors
The marketplace for sensing devices is vast and beyond the reach of this document to thoroughly
present it or benchmarking. On this section a selection of sensors of different types are presented
relevant to the project. The sensors are grouped into three categories:
3.

Stand-alone sensors: Consists of sensors which are not connected to their manufacturer’s
cloud platform out of the box. Access to the data of a stand-alone sensor requires a local
gateway.

4.

Connected sensors: Consists of sensors which are connected to an upstream cloud platform
and are configured to communicate with it directly out of the box. Connected sensors may
require a gateway (provided by the sensor manufacturer) or not, and access to its data takes
place via the API provided by the manufacturer of the sensor via its cloud service.

5.

Hybrid sensors: Consists of sensors which could be grouped under “Connected sensor”,
however they also provide a local API to allow a local gateway to communicate directly with
the sensor without having to use the API of the upstream cloud platform.

Depending on the type of end user, different criteria may lead to a final decision. For the targeted endusers the first three criteria are the most important. The other three are for specific customers and are
mostly a “nice to have” features.
[1] Price / Return on Investment. Most households will not purchase the device if the initial cost
of investment is high and energy efficiency achieved will not offer a short payback period. The
energy efficiency will have to be considerable, in order to justify the investment. With industries
and commercial buildings, it is rather easy to make an assessment of the energy usage and
potential of the energy efficiency. The cost of such an assessment is not significant compared to
the potential savings, as they pay thousands of euros per month. However, this is not the case
for smaller houses, so the results of the pilot projects will be very important in order to have
experience on what energy efficiency we can achieve and support our offer with success stories.
[2] Easy installation. The new device will require free space in the distribution board and it will
have to be installed by a professional electrician, which will increase the cost. One other factor
is whether the device will need configuration and if this can be done by the end user or by an
electrician.
[3] Brand name / quality. A well-known brand name will be desirable, as they will trust a brand
they already know. If the brand name is not known, then the customers will search in the
Internet for more information. It will be important for them to see that what we promote has
positive reviews in various sites and that it is well known in other countries.
[4] The device is part of a home automation system. If the device is part of a complete
automation system, it will be an advantage, as households with higher income are interested in
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home automation solutions (remote monitoring and control of devices like air conditioning,
heating, etc.).
[5] Interoperability with already installed systems. Expensive houses may already have a home
automation system. It will be positive if the device can become a part of this system. They may
have BMS, KNX, power meters of various vendors, PLCs and SCADA software and so on. Each of
these systems has its own interface and software for monitoring and the end user does not have
a single software to receive data and reports for the whole building.

[6] Regulations / Certifications. Sometimes power meters are installed because they are
mandatory by regulations. One such case is the requirement for new building ships to monitor
harmonics. Also, ISO 50001 certification may be important and metering devices and
accompanying software will have to offer data that will help the end user to acquire the
certification.

2.2.4.1 Stand-alone sensors
2.2.4.1.1 VERBUND Power-Meter
VERBUND started the development of its power-meter in 2016. Based on the advantages of its
predecessor (small, easy installation by clamps, powerline) the first available batch of VERBUND PowerMeter was used for the Austrian demonstration of FLEXICIENCY.
It tries to incorporate the advantages of IoT-Gadgets (easy, flexible) and of so-called standard meters
(robust, measurement accuracy…).

Figure 2: Positioning of VERBUND-Power-Meter
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Technical data/details of VERBUND-Power-Meter:
Measurement
1. Bi-directional measurement
2. Refresh rate up to 1 second
3. 3-phases (4 wires) energy meter
4. Metering of voltage, current, power (active, reactive and
apparent), frequency, power-factor, phase-angles,
optional: harmonic, THD
5. Flexible for different current
transformers

inputs

via

current

Setup
6. Config-Interface (multilingual)
7. Setup with standard computer or even smart devices (RJ45 necessary) possible
Installation
1. 3 horizontal pitches (size)
1. Current transformers (flexibility)
2. No fixed wiring necessary (retrofit)
Compatibility (hard- and software)
1. Ethernet, PLC and WiFi
2. Local interfaces
1.

HTML detail view

2.

Rest API XML and JSON

3.

Modbus TCP based on SunSpec definition

3. Cloud communication
1.

MQTT

2.

Add. implementation on request possible

Based on so far gained experiences out of the FLEXCIENCY installations following results could be
observed:
1. Success rate of installation > 95 % (so far, no success meant no space available)
2. Current transformers improve flexibility for installation (direct measurement mostly not possible
without expensive rewiring)
3. Installation and setup time for experienced installer under good conditions less than 30 min
4. Powerline or Ethernet connection to be preferred over Wifi (stability and reception within fuse
boxes)
5. Powerline pairing, due to coupling of all three phases, until now everywhere successful
6. Remote firmware update within demonstration environment would have been favourable.
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2.2.4.1.2 Qubino power meter
The Qubino Smart Meter is an extremely versatile and powerful Z-Wave
device for measuring energy in a single-phase electrical power network of up
to 65A. A built-in microprocessor calculates energy, power and power factor
from the measured signals. It is designed to be mounted on a DIN rail. The
Qubino Smart Meter can be used in residential, industrial and utility
applications. It measures energy directly in 2-wire networks by means of fast
sampling of voltage and current signals. It calculates energy, power and
power factor from the measured signals. You can control the device through
the Z-Wave network. It also acts as a repeater in order to improve the range
and stability of the Z-Wave network.

2.2.4.1.3 Aeotec’s Energy Meter Gen5
Home Energy Meter is the smart meter that you control. It’ll record up to
200 amps of your home’s electricity use in real-time with 99% accuracy.
Utilising Z-Wave Plus and Gen5, Home Energy Meter offers wireless
connectivity that is optimised to transmit over greater distances and even
through walls. Without interference, Home Energy Meter can transmit
your home’s electricity use over a distance of 492 feet / 150 metres with
your data securely broadcast using AES-128 encryption.

2.2.4.1.4 ABB DIN rail mounted electricity meters
Simple devices for single or three phase power supply, usually up to 40A, with pulse
output. The power consumption appears on the front of the meter and it is mounted on a
DIN rail. Accuracy class is 1, which means about 1% error compared to the actual value.
Average sales price is between 20€ and 50€ for entry-level models. An example of a device
of this range is ABB’s C11 110-300, which has the above described features.

2.2.4.1.5 Schneider A9MEM3155 power meter
It measures more data than active energy, like reactive energy, active power,
reactive power, voltage and current, single or three phase power supply.
Connectivity options include networks like Modbus. Power measurement
may include current transformers and they have higher accuracy. Prices are
in the range of 100€ to 150€. An example of such an energy meter is
A9MEM3155. It is a multi-tariff meter with an LCD display and LED
markings for power on, accuracy, overload and Modbus communication. Its
sampling rate is 32 samples per cycle. Price for the end user is about 150€.
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2.2.4.1.6 Schneider Electric METSEPM3255 and Siemens 7KM4212
Usually they are used for complex installations, where we need to
monitor many different variables of the power supply and have an easy
access to the data for further analysis. Features of these meters may
vary depending on the application. Usually they can measure phase
angle, phase unbalance, rpm, voltage, current, frequency, power factor,
harmonics of voltage and current (total harmonic distortions, THDI and
THDU, as well as analysis up to a specific harmonic). They can log
minimum and maximum values and time-stamp them. Measurement is
done through current transformers. They have more certifications, for
use in industrial environments, like for EMC (Electromagnetic
Compatibility). Two such devices are Schneider Electric METSEPM3255
and Siemens 7KM4212 range. Sales price to the end user starts from
150-200€ and may go up depending on the features.

2.2.4.1.7 Meazon Dinrails energy meters
Meazon’s DinRail products are web-enabled energy circuit-level meters (current,
voltage, frequency, active and reactive power/energy) used for measuring and
controlling up to three phases electrical power feeds or three electrical lines in an
electrical board in businesses or homes. For domestic contexts, a more economic single
phase/line option is available. Easy to install with build-in data logging capacity of
approximately 21 days or even more. Two ways communication with on-off and time
scheduling capabilities, through driving a cold junction external relay.

2.2.4.1.8 Linky sensor
Linky is a communicating meter, which means that it can receive and send
data without the need for the physical presence of a technician. Installed in
end-consumer’s properties and linked to a supervision centre, it is in constant
interaction with the network. This is what makes it "intelligent". The Linky
meter is able to receive orders and transmit information remotely. To do this,
it communicates to a hub, a kind of mini-computer installed inside
transformation substations managed by Enedis. The hub is linked to the
Enedis supervision centre.

2.2.4.2 Connected sensors
2.2.4.2.1 SOLO II - energy monitor
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The SOLO II electricity display uses a simple and intuitive monitor to help
people engage with their energy habits. Using intelligent graphics – like a
speedometer to show current energy use and a budget bar to help keep track
of costs – the SOLO II gives energy control back to homeowners. The SOLO II
is a simple, self-installed display that uses a CT clip reader or LED sensor and
a wireless transmitter for accuracy, reliability and range. SOLO II measures
both a single phase, three phases or reads directly from the optic display on
an electronic meter. It is inexpensive at an 89€ retail price.
Combined with the geo Internet Bridge priced at €20 the display offers data
collection, which can be accessed through a service API. The monitor can also serve as a master for
separate temperature sensors or smart plugs.
Similar monitors like the Minim+ is cheaper but offers no backend solution for obtaining data.

2.2.4.2.2 Netatmo weather station, rain gauge, and wind gauge
Netatmo weather is a series for weather-sensor devices, comprising of a main
internal unit, an external unit, a rain gauge and a wind gauge. Netatmo modules
communicate with Netatmo’s cloud platform and third-party access to the data it is
taking place via an API. The main unit with one external sensor is priced at 170€,
whereas the wind-meter is priced at 100€ and the rain gauge at 70€. Netatmo is able
to measure Temperature (indoor), Temperature (outdoor), Humidity (indoor and
outdoor), Barometer, CO2 meter (indoor), Sound meter, Tipping buckets, Wind speed,
Wind direction.

2.2.4.2.3 Anyware Smart adapter
The Anyware Smart Adapter is a Smart Home monitoring system in one
connected device. It installs as a normal E27 light bulb and the light source
is then replaced with an LED E14 light source. It is designed to provide a
Smart Home solution for everyone by offering digital services in the
Anyware App. The Adaptor is controlled via smartphone and equipped
with a number of built-in sensors (sound, temperature, humidity and
ambient light), WiFi and Bluetooth (BLE) connectivity. It controls and
dims the light and has an advanced Home/Away function that automatically enable services such as
intrusion detection and preventive burglar control, when you are not at home. It also constantly
monitors your indoor climate.

2.2.4.3 Hybrid sensors
2.2.4.3.1 Smappee Energy Monitor
Smappee’s energy monitor tracks the overall energy consumption in your
home as well as the individual use of your essential appliances. Thanks to
its sophisticated technology, the Smappee energy monitor detects the most
important electrical appliances in the household and transmits their energy
consumption data to the user's smartphone or tablet via an app. Smappee
Comfort PlugsTM can be used to operate individual devices via mobile and
even have them communicate with each other via trigger options. Smappee
increases the automation, comfort, and safety in the household. Smappee Energy Monitor costs 230€.
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2.2.4.3.2 Schneider PowerTag
PowerTag is a small module which is installed on top or bottom of a
miniature circuit breaker. It can monitor loads with real time data on
energy, current, power, voltage and power factor. Additionally, it can
check phase load unbalance, send pre-alarm notification in the event of
overload or voltage loss. It can also send
automated e-mail notifications. PowerTag is
connected wirelessly to Smartlink units, which
have Ethernet connection with embedded web
pages
for
monitoring display,
alarm
management and e-mail sending. Cost for end user will exceed 270€ for a single
PowerTag with a Smartlink unit, making the solution rather expensive.
However, for large installations, where cabling cost will be significant (material
and labour for installation) it may be an interesting choice. Another
disadvantage of the solution is that it is compatible only with specific miniature
circuit breakers of Schneider Electric.

2.2.4.3.3 Panoramic Power
Panoramic Power’s miniature current sensors are non-invasive and
self-powered. Sensors clamp on the wire at the output of the circuit
breaker and are powered by the circuit’s magnetic field. It is very easy
and fast to install the sensors and they will require no maintenance,
service or battery replacement. There are various types of sensors,
which can measure active energy, true RMS voltage and current per
phase, active and reactive power, power factor, total harmonic
distortion per phase (voltage and current) and frequency. The
company’s cloud-based analytics platform receives the data the
software provides aggregated and analysed data in easy to use
dashboards.

2.2.4.4 Additional sensors
During the course of our sensors analysis, a variety of other non-energy related sensors were also
investigated. The aim of this task was to identify sensors that could be effortlessly deployed in users’
homes to provide additional measurements contributing to a richer data analysis. This task was met
with relative success as although many interesting sensors were identified, most of the times, their
respective manufacturers did not provide a public API, so that BENEFFICE could communicate with
them. Other manufactures provided a private API through their own cloud platform that required yearly
subscriptions thus incurring additional costs for BENEFFICE users. The following table provides a
summary of the additional sensors that have been investigated:

Table 16: Additional sensors
Sensor name
External Meter Interface

Type
Gas usage

Description
The External Meter Interface serves as a Zigbee
interface for the customer’s electronic meter at
home. The External Meter Interface collects
readings and information from other meters, and
sends data via the Zigbee communication to
appliances in the building.

Q-Gas

Gas usage

Q-Gas provides a cost-effective solution which
helps to better understand the gas consumption
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detected by the gas meters. It is a device that is
attached to the gas meter, measures consumption
data and monitors it in the NorthQ HomeManager
account. It is compatible with almost every
existing gas meter with a magnetic sensor or
silver spot.
ecoFrog Proteus

Oil/Fuel usage

The Proteus EcoFrog is an innovative, batterypowered ultrasonic level sensor with WIFI
connection and free web app for measuring the
levels in fuel oil, waste oil, diesel and water tanks.
The ultrasonic sensor measures the contents of
the tank regularly every 6 hours and transmits
measurement data once a day via the WiFi router
to a cloud-based data server.
The Aquatel S207E is an entry level LED wireless
tank fluid level monitor. It is the most cost
effective way to wirelessly monitor the fluid level
in the tank up to 300m (984 feet) away (or using
the AQ433 Antenna kit up to 1km, 3280 feet
away). The S207E auto updates to a small and
stylish desktop indicator placed in home and can
detect the fluid level in all tank types from 1
meter (3.3 foot) in depth to 4 meters (13 foot) in
depth. The S207E can be used on all surface and
underground tanks.
The iLevel Wi-Fi Oil Tank Level Monitor turns the
tank guage into a smart tank gauge. It provides
real-time tank level monitoring from the oil tank
to any web enabled device and communicates
tank level information via the wi-fi network. It
also enables the user to check current levels or
see historical data to track usage and theft.

Aquatel S207E

Oil/Fuel usage

iLevel

Oil/Fuel usage

Smart Oil Gauge

Oil/Fuel usage

Precision-machined aluminium housing mates
perfectly with the oil tank. Ultrasonic sensor uses
sound to detect the oil level, and will survive
some oil being splashed up on it.

Gobius Pro

Oil/Fuel usage

The New Gobius Pro sensors measure the level of
fluid in virtually all kinds of tanks from the
outside. The sensor can work alone or together
with up to nine other sensors. With Bluetooth
communication the tank can be monitored
directly in the smart phone. All setups can be
made with the smart phone in 15 minutes with
their easy install guarantee. Support 12-24 Volts.
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PTLevel

Oil/Fuel usage

Buoy

Water usage

Flo

Water usage

Phyn

Water usage

StremLabs water

Water usage

Philio 2-in-1 sensor

Temperature

Turn the well or cistern into a cloud well or a
cloud cistern. Access level information anywhere
and on any device. Monitor the level from phone,
computer, tablet, tv, and more. Be alerted at any
set point by sms or email. It is simple to setup in
the account. View the usage history over time to
see the water savings, or see when the delivery
company delivered. Share the level easily with
they delivery company so that they can monitor
the levels.
Buoy shows the water usage in real time in order
to take control of the water budget and stop
paying for water lost due to slow leaks. Whether
a leak is slowly dripping or suddenly gushing,
Buoy’s alerts help shut off the water remotely, or
Buoy can shut it off automatically. Using the
Buoy's data means keeping using water for the
fun stuff — greens lawns or long showers — and
be responsible without sacrificing the lifestyle.
Runs daily tests to ensure that the home
plumbing network is running efficiently.
Continuously checks for leaks and potential
vulnerabilities in the pipes. Automatically shuts
off water to the home in the event of catastrophic
failure. Sends alerts to the phone in real-time if a
leak is detected anywhere in the home. Allows
users to set water consumption goals, monitor
daily usage, and turn water on and off remotely.
The science behind Phyn was developed in the
labs of the University of Washington and at
Belkin. Phyn Plus measures tiny changes in
pressure 240 times every second to understand
the unique voice of each water fixture in the
home. This allows Phyn understand the subtle
differences between a running bath and a burst
pipe. Phyn Plus is the only connected water
monitor to offer an ultrasonic flow sensor,
exclusively built by Badger Meter, with no
moving parts, ensuring accuracy and durability
over the long haul. Other water monitors use
turbine flow sensors with rotating discs that are
less accurate, and often degrade over time or can
get stuck by debris.
The StreamLabs Control features patented
ultrasonic technology for real-time water
monitoring, smart leak detection, and automatic
shut-off to stop leaks in their tracks. Get alerts to
the phone in real-time if a leak is detected
anywhere in the home, and view live and
historical water usage statistics. It has everything
to monitor and control the water system.
The Philio Sensor is a 2-in-1 Sensor. The sensor
measures the humidity (in percent) and the
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Raspberry thermal
sensor probe

Temperature

temperature (in Celsius) of its environment.
Furthermore the sensor has a tamper-switch,
which works as a burglar alarm. By using Z-Wave
all the information is transferred to the Gateway.
The 2-in-1 Sensor can be mounted on almost
every surface in horizontal or vertical position.
The sensor has a casing with a barred aperture
for the measurement of the humidity. On the
backside of the case there is the tamper-switch,
which works as burglar alarm if the device is
moved or manipulated.
The DS18B20 temperature sensor is perfect for
projects like weather stations and home
automation systems. Few sensors are this easy to
set up on the Raspberry Pi. They’re the same size
as a transistor and use only one wire for the data
signal. They’re also extremely accurate and take
measurements quickly. The only other
component needed is a 4.7K Ohm or 10K Ohm
resistor.

2.2.4.5 Summary of sensors
As IoT becomes an everyday reality, there is a plethora of manufacturers producing sensors for a variety
of situations. During our analysis we consulted the website/product catalogues of many different
manufactures and had multiple e-mail exchanges and conference calls with manufacturers’
representatives in order to explain the needs of BENEFFICE. The result was that only a small selection
of sensors where fulfilling our criteria list:
 A sensor has to be compatible with the radio technology we are using;
 A sensor has to be low-cost, so that it can be distributed to as many households as possible;
 A sensor provides an open/public, no-cost API were data ca be obtained from.
Effectively, the following sensors were chosen:
 Verbund Power-Meter: VPM is a sophisticated sensor by Verbund, providing highly-detailed,
accurate, local readings of energy usage. As energy readings are the core of BENEFFICE, a highquality sensor was required and Verbund (being also a project partner) can deliver it. Verbund
also provided the sensors to BENEFFICE at a generous discount and allowed us to tap into
existing VPM installations in Austria.
 Linky: Linky sensors are already deployed in France providing a potential of hundreds of
thousand households that could be easily remotely monitored. Since Linky sensors are already
installed there is no additional installation/purchasing cost for BENEFFICE.
 Philio 2-in-1 temperature/humidity sensor: Philio is relatively inexpensive and provides free
access to its measurements via ZWave.
 Raspberry thermal sensor probe: An extremely low-cost sensor that can be plugged directly into
a RaspberryPi to obtain the temperature of a room using direct access to sensor’s output.
 Q-Gas: A low to middle level cost gas usage sensor, providing free access to its measurements
via ZWave.
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2.3 Trends and Market forecasts
2.3.1 Global Best practices
People do not consume energy for their own sake – rather, it is an essential intermediate good, used to
heat homes, transport people from A to B and power appliances. The changing nature of goods and
services that consume energy is therefore crucial to the overall energy consumption. Positively,
important steps towards energy efficiency have been made. It is disputed whether The European Union
(EU) is on track to meet its 2020 climate and energy targets. Official data for 2015 show that greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions have already decreased beyond the 20% reduction target; the use of energy from
renewable sources is steadily growing and getting closer to the 20 % target; energy consumption levels
are currently considered on track, but are increasing slightly, which means that Member States need to
make greater efforts to keep the EU on track towards its energy efficiency target (EEA, 2017) [76]. It is
important to note that while energy efficiency is increasing, the range of goods that consume energy is
also growing. Twenty years ago, less than a third of households owned a computer. Now, many
households own several, often operating day and night. In this context, the way in which energy
consumption is managed is of great importance.
In order to keep climate change below 2°C, the European Council reconfirmed in February 2011 the EU
objective of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95% by 2050 compared to 1990. However, CO2
emissions in Europe (green line) are stable as shown in Figure 3a - and thus far from the stated objective.
European policies, and technology improvements did manage to reduce carbon intensity (Figure 3b),
and stabilize CO2 emissions per capita, but as the population is growing, total emissions do not follow
the low carbon economy roadmap.
Member States will need additional efforts to reach these commitments. It is now recognized, that in
order to bring about these changes, the public needs to be properly informed and empowered to
participate in developing a low carbon economy at all levels.
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Figure 3 (a,b and c): CO2 emissions from fossil-fuel use and cement production in the top 6
emitting countries (a) per unit of GDP (b) and per capita (c)
Almost all best identified approaches usually focus on persuading consumers to take up efficiency
measures by providing them with information about their energy use. In addition, successful energy
efficiency policies tend to have a strong consumer focus in their design and implementation with main
aim to give confidence to consumers and suppliers. Common success factors include being able to gain
consumer trust while minimising the hassle and complexity for consumers. Moreover, education
of consumers has an important role in gaining interest and is most effective when conveying a simple,
targeted message in an effective way. Often further motivation is needed through incentives, such as
subsidies or rewards, for some measures or types of household (UKERC, 2015) [70].
In recent years there has been significant interest in the market for smart meters and thermostats. The
investment into smart technology has resulted in the creation of devices that learn from customer
behaviour and automatically adjust to preferred temperature settings, thereby increasing consumer
comfort and energy efficiency. These products should be easy to use and automatically help consumers
understand and be able to control their energy savings. Some providers enable consumers not only to
monitor but also compare their consumption, inspiring them to become more efficient. Smart
appliances help consumers to optimize energy consumption and energy cost savings, increase energy
efficiency and system costs reductions, improve consumer choice, empower them to have ultimate
control over their appliances, and create new services for end customers (SEDC, 2016) [71].
Information and advice, as already mentioned, have an essential role to support consumers. For
example, there can be issues with incomplete or asymmetric information, uncertainty, hidden costs and
high transaction costs including the search for knowledge. Programmes providing information and
advice are a relatively cheap intervention and are able to facilitate and reinforce other policies. All the
above, help consumers to make efficient decisions through the provision of direct, reliable and costless
information regarding the energy performance of a home. Moreover, feedback programmes have an
important role to play: since energy is intangible, consumers may struggle to see how their habits
convert into energy use and cost without feedback through mediums such as metering or bills. The
energy savings of feedback schemes are often persistent, but many studies find that the persistence of
energy savings relies on continued feedback (SEDC, 2016) [71].
Complementary to the above, in the field of smart meter enabled energy efficiency multiple feedback
channels work best. Feedback should furthermore be personalised (requiring substantial
understanding of the customer), evolving in nature, supported by tips and advice (and wherever
possible also solutions), not based solely on kWh, available in both ambient and more direct form,
available in real-time, but ultimately delivered by request, both in its timing, content, quantity and style.
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Evidence indicate that feedback, leads to year-on-year increases in savings and increased interest and
participation in energy efficiency programs (P. E. Lewis et al., 2012) [73]. In other words, the method of
combining multiple feedback delivery channels, messages, presentations, units and frequencies of
updates, has been proven the most successful. Feedback which is presented in a meaningful and userfriendly manner and includes elements of external relativity constitutes an effective way to
motivate and keep customers motivated. When it comes to peer comparison for instance, it is believed
that there is a social driver in the presentation of energy use in a comparative fashion. If households
learn they use more energy than their neighbours, it is assumed they will be motivated to reduce
consumption and possibly will be involved in more energy efficiency actions than their neighbours. The
best feedback technology (e.g. data analysis software, customer interface, etc.) on the market should be
user-friendly, inspiring, ambient, often providing more impressionist and less numerical and graphical
feedback. It also should be compatible and enable the basic feedback offering to evolve and expand in
scope (C. Dromacque et al. 2014) [75].
Feedback alone does not generate savings; feedback generate the engagement and actions that in turn
lead to savings. It is therefore paramount for consumers to be informed about the actions they could
take in order to reduce consumption in combination with the feedback messages they receive. In that
framework, education of consumers can have a great impact on savings (USDoE, 2017) [72]. Pretechnology education, is an extremely important way to prepare consumers for energy efficiency
programs /actions. The consumer must see the bigger picture, the reason behind each recommended
action, why he/she should be interested and why the community should be working together. Only then
should technology be introduced. In fact, the main factor preventing the progress of efficiency
programmes is apparently the lack of appropriate and effective education, communication and feedback
of information to consumers (P. E. Lewis et al., 2012) [73].
Customer segmentation also plays an important role. Residential customers are people – not “meter
end-points” – with different behaviours and attitudes. In fact, they are usually groups of people with
complex internal consumer behaviour dynamics. Therefore, before it is possible to attempt to change
customer behaviour, it is necessary to research and segment customers with different norms, values,
life-styles and interests in a way that is useful from a communication and marketing perspective (P. E.
Lewis et al., 2012) [73].
In addition, gaining and maintaining consumer trust is important in making sustained progress.
There is an important role for trusted intermediaries to make programs well aligned and to manage the
quality of delivery by setting high design standards and ensuring consumer protection. Many countries
have a designated energy agency that performs this function.
Concluding, some of the identified best practices globally regarding energy efficiency [(UKERC, 2015)
[70], (SEDC, 2016) [71], (USDoE, 2017) [72], (P. E. Lewis et al., 2012) [73], (CoCC, 2016) [74], (C.
Dromacque et al., 2014)] [75] are summarized in the table below:
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Table 17: Global Best Practices and relation with BENEFFICE
Global Best practices
Investment and use of smart technology (i.e. devices, meters etc. to connect and interact with) to
monitor and compare the energy consumption.
Consumers lack an understanding of their consumption, for instance their impact on the environment
or how much they can do to help the environment through their own actions. Provide information
and advice to consumers to support them and understand their energy habits and how they are
related to their energy use.
Through recommendation education is achieved and thus behaviour change whereby,
environmental issues could become a higher priority issue for consumers. The focus must be on the
degree of benefits that come from different types of action.
Consumption feedback is an essential part of the consumer knowledge. Customers need to relate
their behaviour to their consumption through feedback in a meaningful and user-friendly manner.
Consumers must be guided through the process to remain engaged.
Comfort and confidence with technology and support when it is needed. Consumers who do not
receive sufficient support (e.g.: pre-education, technical support, advice and suggestions) are likely to
not become active, give up, or simply not benefit from the full potential of saving energy.
Energy efficiency solutions will become increasingly appealing as consumers have more to gain. They
will become more common when regulations and markets evolve, facilitating the growth of appealing
offerings. The development of appealing offerings, motivational or financial incentives and
effective and consistent communication is essential for this sense of need and desire.
Consumers are driven by the norms around them, the knowledge of how they compare to or
compete with other consumers and their own track record. As energy efficiency becomes more
common practice, it will also become a more prominent and powerful driver of behavioural energy
efficiency.
Customer segmentation is another identified useful practice to take into account based on
customer energy behaviour monitoring and analysis. Some consumers are more suited or more
likely to be early adopters of new technologies which promote energy efficiency. Different consumers
are driven by different motives, want different things and therefore need to be offered differentiated
offerings.
When the consumer knows enough and has sufficient experience, the level of active consumer
participation will increase. As these factors evolve and as the consumer grows, shares her/his
experiences, the consumer will obtain a conscious energy consumer behaviour. This will be possible
as long as the consumer has the opportunity, the offerings are good enough, the regulation is
appropriate etc. The success of active consumer participation is therefore highly dependent on
offering the right service to the right consumer at the right time.
Gaining and maintaining consumer trust in order to increase consumers’ willingness to
continuously participate in energy efficiency actions.
Minimising hassle and complexity for consumers
The above identified global best practices pave the way for more consumers to be engaged and adopt a
more energy efficient behaviour. Flexibility, coordination, and collaboration can be the cornerstone for
better energy efficiency programs that serve consumer-oriented energy efficiency measures.

2.3.2 Lessons learnt
During the BENEFFICE ecosystem implementation, the lessons learnt from previous initiatives and
reports [(UKERC, 2015) [70], (SEDC, 2016) [71], (USDoE, 2017) [72], (P. E. Lewis et al., 2012) [73],
(CoCC, 2016) [74], (C. Dromacque et al., 2014)] [75] are going to be taken into account. The list below
includes the most important ones:


Overcoming financial barriers is not always sufficient to encourage consumers to take up
efficiency measures.
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To achieve behavioural change, repeated feedback is more effective than one-off feedback.



To enable broad adoption, energy-efficiency programs will need to deliver unique value
propositions which apply to all consumers.



Programs that enable efficient use of energy will need to be simple, convenient, intuitive and
accurate.



Providing feedback on consumption data causes a majority of consumers to think more
consciously about their usage and energy consumption, to increase the sense of responsibility
toward energy usage and to raise awareness of the need to moderate consumption and use
energy more efficiently. “One cannot improve something that is not measured”.



Recommendations lead to education, which together with information are key conditions for
behavioural change on both the driver and barrier side. When combined, they raise consumers´
motivation to meet environmental/sustainability goals, increase understanding of their
environmental impact, help to understand consumption and consumption data, inform how and
what to adjust regarding their energy consumption and depict the optimal way to use energy
management systems.



Providers should create a consumer-centric approach: Differentiating services and
capabilities to better meet a more active consumer base and diverse consumer preferences.



Technology should not be seen as a substitute for consumption feedback and customer
education but rather as an enabler. Consumers with automation but without consumption
feedback or energy education tend to put all their reliance on the automation and therefore take
little or no consideration of their own behaviour. Thus, households with only fully automated
home energy management systems are more inclined to fall foul of the rebound effect and less
inclined to invest in passive energy efficiency measures in the longer run than households who
were also subjected to education campaigns and consumption feedback.

2.3.3 Energy Efficiency Key Trends
In Europe the energy landscape for domestic consumers is changing rapidly. The digital transformations
already seen in other retail markets are beginning to affect the energy sector profoundly. Smart
technology is entering homes, companies are using big data to respond better to consumer
preferences, and online competition is allowing new business models to proliferate, often provided by
third-party intermediaries rather than traditional energy suppliers.
Energy consumption in 2030 is likely to be very different from how it is today – but the nature of these
changes cannot be predicted with certainty. Consumers are expected to manage their energy usage
much more actively, to take advantage of technological developments, to choose when and how
to consume, as well as whether to provide energy to others through domestic generation and storage.
This change includes facilitating innovations that can benefit consumers and protect them against
emerging risks, while making sure that those who are less able to engage are supported in doing so
(Ofgem, 2016) [77]. For many consumers, familiarity with a gas boiler and minimal switching of energy
suppliers have meant that their broad interactions with the energy system have remained unchanged
for decades. However, the pace of change is gathering momentum – from smart metering through visible
signs of change such as public electric vehicle charging stations. Active trialling of new technologies and
business models are evolving, while building understanding of consumer behaviours, concerns and
preferences, is crucial both to reducing carbon emissions and building an energy system that responds
better to consumer needs (Ofgem, 2016) [77].
Consumers are confronted with smart infrastructure technologies, the prospect of associated costs and
a plethora of related utility promises, often without sufficient understanding of how that technology
might assist them to reduce or improve the predictability of their household costs, contribute to
improved environmental consciousness, enhance their way of life or re-balance the fairness of their
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relationship with the utilities industry. Other consumers may choose to pay for different service levels
rather than primary fuels, blurring the traditional boundaries between energy and other services (P. E.
Lewis et al., 2012) [73].
Many consumers have already become energy producers and service providers in their own right by
installing micro generation equipment such as solar panels. The next phase of the ongoing technological
revolution will likely take place within residential houses – through the appliances and platforms that
control energy services. In the short term, smart tariffs, appliances and battery storage should allow
consumers to manage their demand more flexibly. Longer term, big data, accompanied by machine
learning, could enable both more personalisation of services and more automation of the relationship
between consumers and firms. Developments such as blockchain could redefine domestic consumption
practices, for instance by enabling consumers to trade with each other on a peer-to-peer basis, without
the need for third parties. Achieving the benefits from such technological developments will require a
regulatory and policy framework that supports innovation while recognising the need to protect
consumer interests. This includes a more flexible and consumer focussed system for changing the
energy industry rulebook where necessary (Ofgem, 2016.) [77].
The BENEFFICE project will not change tariffs nor install solar panels but will try to optimize the existing
infrastructure through feedback and remote control. The rapid development of home automation
technology is expected to be extensively utilised for energy management purposes for households. A
wide range of innovative devices, able to interface with other connected devices around the home, can
further simplify the energy consumption monitoring process. While some argue that there is no point
trying to engage and educate consumers since home automation technology is ready, behavioural
science and pilot results point to the contrary. Behavioural experts state that when efficiency
improvements come solely from the technological side, people remain passive actors, leading to low
levels of awareness, continued inefficient habits and behaviours and well documented rebound effects.
In effect home automation on its own will almost certainly lead to peak clipping but it will not lead to
any significant long-lasting reductions in overall consumption (VaasaETT, 2017) [80].
Furthermore, visualization, monitoring and controlling of energy use represents a convincing
opportunity, not just for utilities, but for manufacturers and retailers alike. Solutions such as smart
thermostats are also important means towards helping consumers better understand and manage their
energy costs. Smart thermostats are the first step on the journey to enable a broader vision of energy
efficient homes that will also lead to innovative new value-added services, and in the future on-site
generation and storage. Smart meters and demand disaggregation capabilities will provide
consumers with the means to visualize their energy use and enable utilities to develop closer
relationships with their customers (T. Rockmann et al., 2016) [81]. Smart meters are expected to form
the basis for enabling consumers to play an active role in managing their energy needs. Along with other
system changes, such as half-hourly settlement, it will also allow domestic consumers themselves to
become providers of system services in new ways (Ofgem, 2016) [77].
By the end of 2016, 4 billion connected devices were in use by households worldwide. Another 1 billion
devices are expected to be brought into use in 2017, a rate that may triple by 2020. These devices, which
can be connected to networks and other devices, provide new opportunities for energy savings through
more accurate control of consumption. By the end of 2016, half a billion smart meters, which track and
display electricity use in real time, had been or were contracted to be installed. Among other benefits,
smart meters can complement connected devices, allowing consumers to adjust energy use in response
to changes in energy price (iea.org, 2017) [82][86].
In order to achieve the full potential of smart technology, the infrastructure around it will need to satisfy
three key conditions (Ofgem, 2016) [77]:
•

Ease of use and simplicity. The observed digital transformation in other retail markets such as
payments, travel and food, has set expectations for the choice, standards of service and
regulation that energy customers will want to see.
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•

Interoperability between different devices, where feasible. This should support effective
competition between technologies and suppliers.

•

Robust data handling procedures and cyber security are of great importance to ensure that
consumers are confident in allowing firms to use their personal data. Some demand-side
response activities may enable third parties to control appliances remotely. Secure systems will
be needed to mitigate harm to individual consumers and potential adverse impacts on the wider
energy system.

The growth of smart meters and appliances within residential buildings will provide the basis for
greater control over domestic energy consumption. Examples from other industries, such as the
recent popularity of personal fitness bands, show how information-based services can help to achieve
behaviour change.
However, there remains a possibility that consumers will not adapt their behaviour, for instance if they
are unaware of the benefits of doing so or are concerned about the perceived loss of control over their
energy usage or data. The key is to find ways to achieve:
1) Continuous behavioural change (or habitual) actions: e.g. switching off the lights in empty
rooms, switching off appliances rather than leaving them on stand-by.
2) One-time efficiency behaviour actions: e.g. switching to LED light or to more energy efficient
appliances.
3) Time related change actions: e.g. set back thermostat in the evening, put timer on hot water
heater which are the most relevant as they lead to demand flexibility.
There will inevitably remain consumers who lack the time or motivation to engage actively with the
energy system. New policies need to ensure that consumer interests are still protected, and that
decarbonisation and other objectives can be achieved. It must be pinpointed that usually there is a
significant contradiction between consumer perceptions and their actual knowledge of energy efficiency
(Accenture, 2010) [83].
Consumers have a diverse set of preferences, creating a need for differentiated propositions and
experiences. So, energy providers will need the ability to understand their customers, develop tailored
products and services and bundle these with value propositions that will resonate with their target
consumer segments. This means that information will not just be a tool for delivering a commodity, but
a vital currency that becomes the lifeblood of the organization. In the evolving energy marketplace,
data—along with the ability to manage and analyse it—will power success with customers and
operations and may even become the core of competitive differentiation. Therefore, utilities/electricity
providers are beginning to use advanced customer analytics to learn from consumers, understand the
preferences of different segments and develop tailored customer solutions. Utilities/electricity
providers take strategic and disciplined approaches to customer and operational analytics. This
approach enables them to cater more effectively to consumer needs and capture stronger top- and
bottom-line growth (Accenture, 2011) [84]. As suppliers gather more data on consumer behaviours and
preferences, the scope for customer segmentation increases. Big data may enable offers to be targeted
to specific customers or customer groups on the basis of factors such as age, geography, wealth,
behaviour or other factors (Ofgem, 2016) [77].
New business models are emerging to provide balancing services or curtailment of generation,
allowing better management of demand and supply changes at a system level. This will help the system
to respond to trends such as the installation of more micro-generation and battery equipment and the
participation in demand-side response activities. Third parties have emerged providing such services
and entering the Energy Efficiency market. Consumers may also choose to engage more as members of
groups, for instance through collective buying arrangements or local distributed generation projects.
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Figure 4 shows one possible future role for consumers in a transformed energy system (Ofgem, 2016)
[77].

Figure 4: Possible future role for consumers in a transformed energy system (Ofgem,
2016)
Another case is the promotion of virtual association among the small and very small consumers and
producers (also called prosumers) to enable them direct bids to the electricity market without
supporting Feed In Tariff (FIT) policies that may spoil the competition and consequently leads to an
increase of the energy data. Feed-In-Tariff (FIT) policies are currently used to internalize the positive
externalities of Renewable Energy Sources (RES). However, FIT is not time varying, failing to model the
dynamics of electricity market. Thus, the concept of the aggregator has been adopted to act as a mediator
between the market and RES producers. For this reason, the novel concepts of virtual associations (VAs)
have been introduced. VAs support the prosumers’ active participation in the market, the dynamic
formation of the clusters to maximize prosumers’ profit and participation, and the fair com-petition
among the VAs and among the prosumers. Different algorithms to form VAs are examined based on a
min-max optimization strategy and fair sharing.
While in the US much progress has been made in energy efficiency savings, there are large and costeffective energy efficiency opportunities (very similar to the ones presented above for Europe) that, by
2050, can collectively reduce energy use by 40–60% relative to current forecasts (ACEEE, 2015) [85].
Some of the major areas of opportunity include:


Use of smart sensors, devices, controls and big data to monitor and control energy use in
real time



Initiatives to change wasteful energy-using behaviours among consumers and businesses



Research, development, and demonstrations (RD&D) in order to advance new energysaving technologies and practices and address the limitations of existing technologies and
practices

In the United States where already more than 10 million smart thermostats from different providers
have been installed, Demand Response is already happening, through ‘Rush Hour Rewards’ style
programs, where the energy company pays consumers to help reduce the load on the grid during rush
hour periods. Programs like this have so far helped achieve a 55% reduction in energy use during peak
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times (CoCC, 2016) [74]. On the contrary, smart home controls systems in Europe are not usually linked
with demand response activities (as is the case in the US), but such devices, that have the same
capabilities, are available on the market and are likely to include Demand Side Response services in their
offering as real-time pricing offers in order to facilitate these services to become more accessible (SEDC,
2016) [71].
Smart meters present a great opportunity to increase feedback to consumers, since they can provide
persistent and real-time information. Research of the Committee on Climate Change (CoCC, 2016) [74]
suggests that immediate feedback from a meter or display monitor can lead to energy savings of 5-15%.
A meta-analysis of feedback schemes by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE)
finds that real-time feedback down to the appliance level can produce energy savings of 12%, compared
with savings of 4% for billing feedback (CoCC, 2016) [74].
Educated consumers choose to save energy and money while they are motivated by the many cobenefits of energy efficiency in addition to energy savings. Moreover, easy-to-access financing enables
energy efficiency investments among consumers and businesses that are capital constrained. Thus, an
important step on the pathway to an energy-efficient future is to improve the availability and
usefulness of financing. In recent years, a variety of creative loan products have been receiving
significant interest, including on-bill financing and property-assessed clean energy financing. States are
establishing “green banks” to spearhead these and other strategies. And firms and organizations are
looking at ways to standardize financing packages so that secondary markets can be established for
energy efficiency financing, helping capital to flow to these loans. These mechanisms should be refined
and promoted, and additional creative new mechanisms could be developed (ACEEE, 2015) [85].
New business models support robust energy efficiency programs to provide valued services to
consumers and help to minimize ratepayer costs. Rate design also plays an important role; in the future,
time-of-use rates are likely to predominate, and if structured well they can fairly allocate costs and
encourage efficiency improvements. Successful policies—such as appliance and equipment standards;
building codes; and policies promoting utility energy efficiency investments—should continue. These
set an efficiency floor but also encourage equipment manufacturers and energy service providers to
innovate so they can offer value-added goods and services and take advantage of the opportunities
created by energy efficiency programs and policies. In addition, creative new policies should be
developed, piloted, and, where successful, expanded (ACEEE, 2015) [85].

2.3.4 Overview of policies influencing customer choices on energy related
products and services
The key issue in order to understand the implemented policies that influence customer choices
regarding energy, originates from the difficulties that arise regarding the need to reduce their energy
use or change their energy habits. Customers range from those that are relatively passive and just want
their energy supply to be in place and reliable and those that are active in thinking about and changing
their energy arrangements (PWC, 2016) [90]. The tendency of individuals to go with the flow of pre-set
options, the social norms, the fear of losing money and the scepticism about a new practice-technology
are some of the problems that society has to face in order to benefit from energy consumption.
There is a role for governments to address energy efficiency identified challenges and to improve the
energy efficiency of all households. A range of policies are used internationally to these ends. No single
policy is superior and typically a holistic package of measures is needed to tackle different barriers to
the uptake of energy efficiency investment. State and local governments, companies, and electricity
system planners are pursuing a range of Energy efficiency policies and initiatives that are driving
efficiency improvements across the economy. These policies are achieved through portfolios of energy
efficiency programs and target homeowners, businesses, and other electricity customers. Such
programs are typically implemented by the local utility and funded by a surcharge on electricity bills.
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Governments are not coming up with new policies fast enough, relying on existing regulations instead,
precisely at the time when a pipeline of new efficiency policies should be coming into force. There was
a noticeable slowdown in the implementation of new policies in 2016, and this trend appears to be
continuing in 2017. And yet there is plenty of scope for further policy action. Over 68% of the world’s
energy use is not covered by efficiency codes or standards (IEA, 2017) [82][86].
Energy efficiency has been defined as “the first fuel”, as it is the one energy resource that all countries
possess in abundance. Strong energy efficiency policies are therefore vital to achieving the key energypolicy goals of reducing energy bills, addressing climate change, improving energy security, and
increasing energy access. Reliable end-user data and indicators are key to inform and monitor energy
efficiency policies, as they help to explain what drives the demand for energy (IEA, 2016) [87].
Over 68% of global final energy use remains uncovered by policies that mandate energy efficiency
improvements. Mandatory policies either stipulate the minimum energy performance levels that
appliances and equipment must meet in order to enter the market or require efficiency targets to be met
by firms or economic sectors. Global coverage grew by 1.4 percentage points in 2016; however, in stark
contrast with previous years, nearly all the 2016 increase was due to the continuing impact of existing
policies, as old energy-using equipment was replaced. Just 1.5% of the increase was due to new policies,
an historic low (iea.org, 2017) [82].
Stronger policy development and implementation is essential if the current level of efficiency gains is to
be maintained or accelerated. 2016 was a poor year for policy progress and so far 2017 has not seen
significant developments either. If stated policy ambitions are to be met, governments must recognise
the importance of developing and putting into force new and more ambitious policies (iea.org, 2017)
[82].
In international level, the following options (presented in high level) are discussed to be included in
future policies:


Mandated billing feedback. Consumers could be informed of the average energy use of a
comparable customer via their bills.



Mandated disclosure of buildings’ energy use levels. This could affect businesses’ reputations
and thus encourage energy efficiency.



Make investment in efficiency projects easier. This could be done by creating simpler,
standardised project documentation or aggregating smaller efficiency projects to create more
investable larger projects (HoP, 2017) [88].



Consumers should be enabled to access all data related to their own use of electricity at all times.
At the same time, consumers should be enabled to have control on their own data privacy and
security. Each energy consumer should have the full right to decide which market player(s) will
be allowed to access specific – standardised and machine-readable - data relating to the
consumer’s own consumption, including new service providers



Smart meter programs need to be implemented as soon as possible and every consumer should
have the right to a smart meter, providing life consumption and tariff data so that in-home
energy management can be automated both in the cloud and in the home (SEDC, 2016) [71].



Other approaches include providing financial incentives (e.g., rebates and loans), technical
services (e.g., audits, direct installation, training and assistance for architects, engineers, and
building owners), information intended to change customer behaviour (e.g., feedback on
electricity usage), and educational campaigns about the benefits of energy efficiency
improvements.



Policies setting thresholds for residential and non-residential building energy use.
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Policies setting maximum energy use for lighting, appliances, heating and cooling equipment,
and other products (IEA, 2011) [89].

European Perspective: Recently, the European Union has set incentives as well as obligations and
constraints for increasing the utilization and usage of Renewable energy resources. These policies aim
at reducing the CO2 levels and simultaneously increasing the usage of RES units. In the following
paragraphs, the main policies adopted by the EU to increase renewable energy penetration and
simultaneously to reduce energy consumption are briefly described. The EU energy penetration
strategies can be discriminated in a) financial incentives through subsidy policies, b) in energy efficiency
in building, industry and products, c) in setting the right public policy framework and finally d) in
unlocking private investments for energy efficiency.

Figure 5: EU perspective directions.
Subsidy Policies: One of the main EU legislation [94] is to mandatorily oblige a certain amount of RES
units to exchange as RES energy shares. In other worlds, the environmental benefits or positive
externalities of RES are translated into CO2 financial penalties that the traditional electricity market
should pay unless a certain amount of energy production comes from RES. It is clear that the electricity
produced by RES energy units is quite different than the energy produced by fossil sources [95]. This is
mainly due to the fact that there are environmental benefits that are associated with RES. For example,
traditional energy sources emit CO2, significantly affecting our world. In order to model these so called
“positive externalities” of RES, recently financial incentives have been introduced, in terms of a subsidy
policy. The most common subsidy policy adopted is the FIT (Feed in Tariff) scheme, where usually a RES
energy unit is forced to exchange at a price much higher than the traditional market price [96]. The main
limitation of such a scheme is that a fixed rate is added for the RES units, a method that fails to capture
the dynamics of the electricity market. For this reason, modifications of the FIT scheme have been
discussed. An example is to set an additional fixed rate for the RES producers as a mark-up to the market
price, which is dynamically determined. Again, these subsidies fail to capture a RES market interface
acting competitively to the traditional energy market [95]. Examples, of investigating a slip RES market
for increasing RES penetration is the UK PICLO project [97], and the study of UK Department of Energy
& Climate Change (DECC) that supports the concept of a distributed in constant to centralized
marketplace for RES [98].
Energy Efficiency in Industry, buildings and Products: As far as energy efficiency in industry is
concerned, the final energy consumption of EU has decreased by 15% from 2005 to 2013 [99]. Article
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8 of the EED (Energy Efficiency Directive) of EU requires the Member States to implement mandatory
energy audits for industries. By the end of 2015, these audits are extended for SMEs. Emphasis is given
in the experience getting from such energy audits. Good practice examples coming from Germany,
Croatia, Finland, Sweden and Czech. Additionally, the industrial Emissions Directive (IED) reduces
industrial emissions and therefore, it contributes to energy efficiency. According to these rules,
industries must take into account the environmental performance of the plant, such as noise, pollution
(air, water, land), energy efficiency, etc.
As far as energy efficiency in products is concerned, eco-design and energy labelling have stimulated the
production of much more energy efficiency products. As a consequence of the aforementioned EU
policies, nowadays, there are much more energy efficient products, improving the so-called energy
labelling and contributes to the EU2020 final target objective; reach of about 20% energy efficiency until
2020. Actually, this initial goal has been set by the 2012 Energy Efficiency Directive of the European
Union. An update legislation has been set on 30 November 2016 by the EU. Particularly, in this Directive,
the EU set a new target goal of energy efficiency; reduce up to 30% until 2030.
Finally, regarding energy efficiency in buildings, the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD)
takes into account actions for minimum energy performance requirements with certifications.
According to this legislation, each country of the European Union should implement a set of actions with
the final goal of improving the energy performance certificates of EU buildings. In particular, a set of
minimum performance rules are provided for new dwellings as well as incentives for major building
renovation. These incentives are mainly financial with the main goal of improving the overall energy
certificate of dwellings.
Another action of contribution is the mobilization of private funds for investments in energy efficiency.
These actions aim at improving the financial environment of energy efficiency, meeting the goal of 30%
energy efficiency in 2030. Actions are referring, among others, in better understanding of user
behaviour through better user engagement strategies towards energy efficiency.
Private Investments: It is clear that RES penetration requires a large amount of capital mobilization.
For this reason, plans for synergies between the public and the private sectors have been emerged by
EU. Residential building modernization programs have been adopted by several EU member states.
Lessons learnt by these activities are that a) investments in energy efficiency are a high dynamic
framework, affecting by several macro-economic factors, b) energy efficiency are not only a public fund
investment policy, and c) the energy efficiency cycle needs standardization actions both from the supply
and the demand (user) perspective.
Public Policy Framework: European Union has set national energy efficiency objectives for all the
states. These objectives should be accomplished by 2020. In addition, several regional and local
authorities have adopted additional measurements for energy efficiency. More than 5500 energy
efficiency plans have been encountered, referring to more than 6600 local authorities. However,
synergies between national, regional and local players are a very important factor for energy efficiency.
Recently, new legislations were agreed In the Council on December 18th 2017. However, the final texts
from the aforementioned negotiations have not yet been released. Final documents are expected in midMarch 2018. The articles mentioned below are included in Appendix B at the end of the document.
Article 11 if voted is very important for BENEFFICE-like products or solutions. Through the advantage
of a dynamic electricity price contract offer, it would allow household to financially benefit from running
their appliances at certain times. Furthermore, it would be ensured that final customers are well
informed by the suppliers of the opportunities, costs and risks of such dynamic electricity price contract
and those suppliers are required to provide information to the final customers accordingly.
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Table 18: Future Policies recommendations
Future Policies recommendations
Establishing minimum energy efficiency standards for products
Setting minimum energy performance requirements for buildings
Monitoring energy use levels
Implementation of smart meter programs
Mobilizing private investment
Improving the financing conditions of energy efficiency
Better consumers’ information (Educational campaigns)
Definition of consumers’ rights and obligations
Dynamic electricity price contract offer (Financial incentives)
Provide demand response services in energy communities
Possibility of purchase and sell electricity services

BENEFFICE implementation
relation
Χ
X
X
X
X
Χ

Article 13, Article Article 15, Article Article 16 and Article
Article 17 if voted would further improve the business case assuming that a next step for BENEFFICElike products or solutions would be to provide demand response services to network operators and or
group households in flexibility aggregation portfolios or energy communities. For the 1st time, the EU
is defining a framework to facilitate the participation and financial reward of residential consumers in
flexible energy markets through their energy supplier, a third party or through energy communities.
Especially, Article 13 emphasizes the member state’s right of purchase and sell electricity services, other
than electricity supply, including aggregation, independently from their supply contract and from an
electricity undertaking of their choice.
Furthermore, the role of active consumers is strengthened and consolidated through the definition of
their rights and obligations (Article 15).
Via Article 16 an enabling regulatory framework for energy communities is being provided, ensuring
that relevant distribution system operator shall, subject to fair compensation as assessed by the
regulatory authority, cooperate with energy communities to facilitate electricity transfers within energy
communities. Also, energy communities are subject to non-discriminatory fair, proportionate and
transparent procedure, including registration and licensing, and transparent and non-discriminatory
and cost reflective network charges ensuring they contribute in an adequate and balanced way to the
overall cost sharing of the system in line with Article 16 of the [Electricity Regulation].
According to
Article 17, Member States shall allow final customers, including those offering demand responses
through aggregation, to participate alongside electricity generators in a non-discriminatory manner in
all electricity markets. Member States shall ensure that transmission system operators and distribution
system operators when procuring ancillary services treat market participants engaging in demand
response aggregation, in a non-discriminatory manner, on the basis of their technical capabilities.

2.3.5 Limitations to estimates of energy efficiency benefits in comparison with
BENEFFICE solution
Energy efficiency measures usually offer real-world energy savings, but often they are lower than
predicted. Inaccuracies are attributed to four causes: first, poor quality installation; second, incorrect
operation; third, components not performing according to their design specification; and fourth,
‘rebound effects’. Rebound effects often occur when the potential financial savings from energy
efficiency improvements lead consumers to increase activity, thus offsetting some of the energy savings.
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Although there is broad consensus that some energy efficiency measures are cost-effective, such
measures are often not implemented because of various barriers. There is a sizable gap between optimal
and actual implementation of energy efficient technologies, due to a range of barriers to uptake and
market failures. While the identified trends and best practices above provide a way forward for energy
efficiency, a number of challenges remain that hinder broader implementation. The table below
summarises these limitations and barriers [(SEDC, 2016) [71], (USDoE, 2017) [72], (CoCC, 2016) [74],
(C. Dromacque et al. 2014) [75], (Accenture, 2010) [83], (HoP, 2017) [88] and depicts how BENEFFICE
innovation has a potential to overcome these obstacles.

Table 19: Identified major limitations for energy use reduction within EU member states

Identified limitations

Misaligned incentives: no direct
financial incentive or financial reward for
residents to install energy efficiency
measures in their properties.
Hassle: The installation of energy
efficiency measures can be disruptive,
which can put off potential adopters. In
the industrial and commercial sectors,
disruption also has cost implications
Lack of prominence and information:
For many households and non-energy
intensive businesses, saving energy is not
a priority. Householders are generally
more interested in the comfort and value
of their homes. These factors may also
mean that consumers do not seek
information about opportunities for
saving energy and money.
Poor return on investment: Energy
efficiency measures are less attractive
when the payback time is long
Low consumer confidence: Confidence
in energy efficiency measures has been
eroded by instances of poor quality
installation
under
Governmentsupported
programmes
and
discrepancies between proposed and
realised performance
Difficulty accessing finance: A lack of
finance to pay for the up-front cost of
measures, which is often high, can be a
barrier to their installation
There is a significant contradiction
between consumer perceptions and

How they can be covered/overcome by BENEFFICE innovation
Modular
Application to
Analytics,
CO2 Credit
Multiplatform,
offer easy-toforecasting management
factorial
providing
understand
mechanism system that
/discipli
easy, “plug visualization
s, green
monitors,
nary
and-playof near realscheduling verifies and
energy
andtime
and
values (as CO2
behavio
forget”
consumption
recommen Credits)
ur
deployme
and
dation
reductions in
models
nt
comparative
engine
energy
feedback
consumption
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
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their actual knowledge of energy
efficiency
The extent of the utilities’/electricity
providers’ control over energy use has
emerged as a potential barrier
(2)

(3)

(6)

Channels and contact points
utilities/electricity
providers
communicate with consumers
diverse

X

for
to
are

X

Adoption of electricity management
programs is influenced by fragmented
and
non-traditional
consumer
preferences

X

(4)
X

(5)

X

Consumer behaviours for energyefficiency solutions are highly complex
with broad diversity in perceptions,
attitudes and preferences. In addition,
consumers evolve and the impact of
interventions will change according to
the nature of that growth.

X

(7)
(8)

(9)

Overall, consumers do not fully equate
their personal electricity usage with its
environmental impact, and overestimate
their own understanding of how to
optimize their consumption. Many also
confuse
different
environmental
messages, believing that their actions in
areas such as recycling and water savings
mean they are already “doing their part”
for the environment. As a result,
consumers generally place electricity
conservation as a lower priority.
There is both a pressing need and a major
opportunity
for
utilities/electricity
providers to educate consumers on the
environmental interconnection between
their usage, the impact on the
environment and the value of available
options and programs. Without a basic
understanding of this relationship, many
consumers will not engage in a positive
manner and, if not carefully managed,
their reactions might create a
detrimental perception. Utilities/energy
providers need to build increased
consumer knowledge by engaging in a
multi-tiered awareness program that
involves collaboration with stakeholders
such as government, environmental
groups and an array of local and online
communities.

X

X

X

X

X

X

(10)
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(11) Subsidies can make a large impact and
can be cost-effective, generating social
benefits beyond energy savings, but are
costly and often need targeting.
Information
and
comparability:
Consumers often have no way of knowing
the energy consumption potential of
their homes and appliances, and no
comparable labelling or certification
schemes exist so far. People also have no
guidance to take energy usage decisions.
Efforts are still required in educating and
convincing users that the expense for a
smart appliance is worthwhile and
preferential to a non-smart version.
Payment gap: The payment gap refers to
the
time-lag
between
consumer
acquisition of a technology and the
financial remuneration collected by
demand response payments. Energy
efficiency engagement usually requires
investments in automation or metering
equipment.
Standardisation/ Open protocols:
Interoperability remains a significant
challenge. The flexible home approach
starts from an integrated energy
management system that accesses
implicit demand management services. A
number of these are emerging and
consist of a fairly sophisticated hub in the
home with multiple Home Area Networks
to interface with smart meters, electric
vehicle connections, solar panels,
appliances plus the “middleware”
required to integrate them. While the
market does not depend on first having
standardization across open protocols,
universal
standardization
of
communication protocols would enhance
interoperability, facilitate the switching
of service providers, and drive down
costs.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Data access: The efficacy of the home-led
solution as with the appliance-led
solution will be greatly enhanced by local
access to live energy consumption and
tariff information. Whilst this can and is
provided through the internet, this
should
be
seen
as
possible
complementary service not as a
requirement driven by inadequacies of
the metering solution provided. Local,
live data enables automation. The
provision of information is among the
main elements in empowering energy
consumers. Access to data enables
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consumers to better understand and
manage their usage. Key data includes
consumption and billing, as well as the
results of data analytics such as
comparisons to average customers or
estimated consumption of major
appliances. Important policy and
implementation areas include what data
is available, where consumers can view it,
data exchange standards, customer
authorization of parties to receive their
data, timing of data collection from the
meter, timing of data availability,
different models for sharing data
between market participants (i.e. data
hubs and DSO-centric models), data
security, and others.
Ensure availability of residential
interval metering and dynamic
pricing: When feasible, consumers
should be offered dynamic pricing tariffs
– time-of-use, hourly, critical peak, or
peak time rebates – that communicate
prevailing wholesale price signals and
offer the opportunity to save money by
utilizing lower-cost, off-peak power, to be
used by consumers on an entirely
voluntary basis.
Energy prices do not reflect the full cost
of energy use to society, can lead to
information failures and a lack of access
to capital.
As appliances are typically not equipped
with built-in communication technology,
their operation usually requires the
investment
in
additional
smart
management
equipment
by
the
consumer or service provider.
New technologies may suddenly emerge,
substituting others and enabling some
opportunities and behaviours of
customers and rendering others
irrelevant.
The user environment may be wholly
unsuited to customers responding to
energy efficiency initiatives.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2.4 Technology and customer engagement
Customer engagement can be defined as a business communication connection between a consumer
and a company or brand, through various channels of correspondence. Definitions of customer
engagement [49] indicate that the level of a customer’s engagement with a specific brand can be
measured by their “cognitive, emotional, and behavioural investment in specific brand interactions.” As
such, engagement has three dimensions: 1) immersion, representative of cognitive engagement, 2)
passion, representative of emotional engagement, and 3) activation, which is representative of
behavioural engagement.
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Nowadays utilities are not just energy suppliers, they are evolving into energy management solutions
partners; they are centring on multi-channel customer service delivery. The report of [50] shows that
the channels preferred by the customer, for self- service, are the Web and the Interactive Voice Response
(IVR).
However, many P&U are using social networks to provide emergency information, energy savings tips,
outage alerts notifications and visualization, repair work schedules, customer responses, sales quotes
and metric tracking for regulatory reporting compliance or business optimization [51]. These channels
are more than sufficient for dialogue and support brand building. They can also educate the customer
on efficient use of energy, regulate demand and response and promote green energy.
Yet, personal usage information and personal service are often mingled [52]. The more common
customer motivational factors are [53]: (i) the reduction of/control over electricity bills, (ii) better
comfort, and (iii) environmental concerns. Affective commitment and trust are extremely important to
engage customers based on non-traditional factors, e.g. attitudes and motivations associated to energy
usage. Credited advisors, could help clients with these decisions in a way that assures a stronger
relationship between customer and utility [54].

2.4.1 Promoting engagement through feedback
In this section the mechanisms regarding user engagement through the implementation of feedback
mechanisms are described. More information regarding feedback strategies, can be found in [55].
Overall it was identified that feedback strategies improve energy efficiency and respective energy
savings. In particular, the so-called in-home displays (IHD), significantly improve both energy efficiency
and user engagement.
An example [56] of the role of feedback strategies in energy efficiency and user’s engagement is given
where the customers of NIE, (i.e. approximately 125,000 users) were enrolled. Similar to other prepay
programs [57], [58], NIE customers use a close to IHD interface, (the so called in-home keypad meters).
In this study, the effect of feedback strategies is measured as a reduction of 11 % of the energy amongst
users of having training. Instead, the reduction is about 4% among users without training.
Another interesting use case regarding user feedback evaluation in energy efficiency and engagement
is performance by the Oklahoma Electric Cooperative (OCE) through a 90-day pilot program, executed
in August of 2006. The main goal of this initiative is to evaluate the benefits of electricity prepayment
and an online feedback system [11], [12] in energy efficiency. Feedback mechanisms are implemented
through the use of smart meters interfaces. These interfaces have been installed on the entire user base
of OCE. It should be mentioned that energy consumption monitoring is an alternative approach
regarding user feedback compared to IHD interfaces. However, in this case user feedback is not direct
and real-time, since OCE consumption monitoring mechanisms provides information on a daily basis.
According to this experiment, a target of about 12–13% energy reduction is noticed.
Other IHD studies occurred in Canada and Norway. In particular, in Canada, a saving of about 4-5% is
noticed for a small however, household trial (of about 50 dwellings), while in Norway an energy
reduction of about 9% is observed of a participation of 44 households.

2.4.2 Smart metering applications for user engagement
Recent studies reveal that smart metering significantly contributes to energy efficiency and user
engagement. Particularly, smart metering acts as a communication medium for a radical change of user’s
behaviour. Many energy efficiency models operate on the captured signals by the smart meters, on the
user feedback information, implemented through display panels, and finally on the statistical oriented
methods for processing and analysis of the captured data. As we have stated above, current studies show
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that the IHD (in-home displays) helping users to better understand their energy profile and therefore to
better manage it, resulting in saving from 5 to 15% [13] or, 7% for customers buying on credit and twice
that when combined with prepayment [55].
Furthermore, IHD have a profound effect, even if only used for short periods [14]. The IHD reflects on a
variety of factors including (i) variations in equipment used, (ii) social and climatic circumstances, (iii)
regulatory regimes and fuel pricing, and (iv)the conduct of trials.

2.4.3 Communication technologies for home automation tools
Communication technologies usually refer to Home Access Networks (HAN’s) instead of the commonly
used Wide Access Networks (WAN’s) or the local ones (LAN’s). The appliance devices are connected to
these networks to interchange data among them. Examples of connected devices includes the heating
and cooling apparatuses, lights and others. The performance and reliability connection within these
networks are expected to be higher than the connectivity achieved in conventional WAN’s and LAN’s
since device diversity is lower [15].
As a result, smart power grid provides new requirements for wiry communication. Standardization
bodies such as the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) suggests potential standards
for power line carriers in smart electricity grids. Characteristic examples of these standards are the IEEE
P1901 (BPL), ITU-T G.Hn (HomeGrid), and ANSI/CEA 709.2 standards [16]. Generally speaking, a wiry
communication is more reliable and often yields higher bit rates than a wireless one. The key problem
arises from the noisy and interference across the communication lines that may deteriorate the
performance of the network channel and decrease its potential capacity [17].
As regards the wireless communication protocols, in smart grids three main standards are used; Zigbee,
Wi-Fi, and Z-wave. The Zigbee protocol uses a duty-cycling principle to attain energy efficiency. The
main disadvantage of this standards, however, is the fact that the ultimate bandwidth achieved is limited
since this protocol usually targets networks of low communication intensity. To overcome this
limitation, the ZigBee alliance [18] has launched the Smart Energy Profile 2.0 as a standard suitable for
the needs of smart energy consumption, and for handling input data coming from a network of smart
meters. The new protocol is apt for HAN’s facing the user needs and requirements of different types of
residents and kind of buildings [19]. The standard can also target (with some varieties) public and
commercial buildings of a settlement of compacting several departments.
The general concept of ZigBee protocol is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard applied for wireless
communication. In its standard form, 16 channels at 2.4 GHz are used in ISM band globally, while for
North America and Europe there supports other frequency bands and number of channels. The
supported data rates are 250 kbps, 100 kbps, 40 kbps, and 20 kbps, and its range varies between 30–70
m indoors. A salient advantage of this protocol is the fact that the certified as ZigBee devices can work
for several years without the need for a battery replacement. This is due to the low-cost design of the
whole standardization scheme.
A salient advantage of ZigBee is that it requires very low computation and thus battery problems are
not encountered in the protocol. A major drawback is the lack of support for IP communication though
the recent contemporary technological advances in the field with the launch of the IPv6 protocol can
open new opportunities and may heal this severe drawback of the protocol [20].

2.4.4 In Home Displays
To reduce energy consumption, front-end devices can be used. These devices, also called In Home
Displays (IHD) can be either mobile phones, tablets, smart electronic devices, iPads, etc. Through these
devices, the end user can give feedback regarding energy consumption and also expressing their
preferences.
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User feedback is a research topic of great impact especially in the information retrieval schemes [100].
In this context the system the users can select a set of relevance data and then the system will
automatically update its response to incorporate the user information needs and preferences. The key
point in this process is that the updating mechanism is automatically and implicit to the users. Only their
needs are recorded without imposing the user to be aware of what is going on to the system. Relevance
feedback has been also introduced for content-based image retrieval systems (CBIRs) as the ones
proposed in [101], [102], [103]. Recent studies have shown that the reduction energy can be up to 20%
using these concepts [104], [105].
An important survey is the one published in [95] in which 38 feedback studies have been reviewed.
These studies refer to a time period of 25 years and consider energy savings associated with user
feedbacks. The results found show that as the author of [95] recommends “‘metering displays should be
provided for each individual household in a form that is accessible, attractive, and clear [21].”
Other findings are the ones presented in Fischer [22]. This work reinforces Darby’s conclusions by
reviewing 26 feedbacks from 11 countries all belonging to the Organization for Economic Cooperation
& Development (OEC). Fischer [96] found that the only feature exclusively to appear ‘‘in the best cases
(but not all of them) is computerized feedback.’’ Of course all this literature does not refer to IHD
displays directly regarding energy consumption [106].
The reduction in the energy consumption that these devices can offer is very useful not only for the
customers through a proportional reduction in their electricity bills but also they present a positive
impact on the society and the environment promoting green energy and dramatically decreasing
redundant information being accumulating in energy consumption.
A significant factor that need to be taken into account is the behavioural aspects of the users regarding
energy consumption [55]. The inclusion of all these behavioural issues has been investigated by several
pilot programs that showed the role of the IHD devices and especially of relevance feedback on energy
consumption. The results indicate that consumers that actively use any type of IHD can yield a reduction
in the energy up to 7% while if feedback is also incorporated in the architecture the reduction can be
much greater [23].

2.4.5 User activity tracking
The energy consumed in a building is for sure related with the presence or not of humans in them. This
is due to the fact that this presence usually leads to an execution of a human activity. This presence is
mostly related with heating or cooling, probably the most energy consumed appliances [24]. It is truth
that the careless behaviour of a human in a building, as he/she executes a job or as he/she lives in it
(residence) can lead to about 1/3 of the total energy consumption while a conservative behaviour can
save about a third of this redundant energy [25] (see also Figure 6). To prove these statements an
experiment is set in Minnesota USA on the 3M enterprise. More specifically, during this experiment the
employees of the company was asked to switch off all lights and any other office devices for being not in
use during the peaking price periods. The results derived were indicative of the energy that can be saved
by the use of such devices. In particular, energy consumption was dropped by 2 MW (from 15 MW to
13MW) only within 15 minutes. When the experiments lasted for two hours the results were even more
amazing with the energy to be reduced by 4MW to 11 MW within two hours [26]. This corresponds to a
saving of 26% in electrical energy.
This need was adopted in the recent developed energy systems and devices where occupant detectors
have been embedded in them. The mechanisms used allow for the devices to automatically switch off
when humans are absent in the room since non-actually activity of humans’ actions are foreseen [27][45].
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Figure 6: Energy-unaware behaviour uses twice as much energy as the minimum that can
be achieved [25].
The role of object tracking, mostly focused for humans is to implement a system that will be able to trace
humans’ positions and flows on a scene and then to take decision regarding the activities of the humans.
These decision can be then used for energy consumption reduction [42], [44], [46].
A residential database is used in [103]. The database comes from residential monitoring in Europe
(REMODECE). All the continent is analysed including both Northern, Western, East and West parts. The
work of [47] uses the entry-exit logs of the building security system. In [48], the users’ location is
associated statically with their own workspace.

2.5 Related projects
Over the last years, a main strategic goal of the European Commission is to establish a set of binding
measures to help the European Union reach its 20% energy efficiency target by 2020. The basic
challenge is to incentivize behavioural change of consumers (including residents) towards energy
efficiency. According to the European Commission data, buildings are responsible for 40% of energy
consumption and 36% of CO2 emissions in the EU [59]. All EU countries are required to use energy more
efficiently at all stages of the energy chain, from production to final consumption. Among others,
activities are focused on the development of innovative user-friendly digital tools and applications or
services making use of in-home equipment/sensors (like smart meters, communication-enabled heat
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metering tools, smart plugs, smart appliances and/or energy-aware products), in possible combination
with intelligent controls and automation. These socially acceptable and affordable technology
components and systems with in-built intelligence will significantly enhance energy efficiency and allow
real-time energy management. The solutions focus on empowering consumers to engage and
collaborate in achieving energy savings and allowing them to explore different means and measures to
manage their energy needs over the longer term.
Many research initiatives are currently focusing towards this direction, namely to significantly enhance
energy efficiency by behavioural change of consumers taking informed decisions. In this section a
survey, regarding research projects whose objectives are similar to those of BENEFFICE, is presented
along with a comparative study of their outcomes in relation to the BENEFFICE expected results,
regarding innovation and focus towards the energy efficiency EU target.

Charged (CleAnweb Gamified Energy Disaggregation)

ChArGED addresses the energy consumption in public buildings and proposes a framework that aims to
facilitate achieving greater energy efficiency and reductions of wasted energy in public buildings. The
framework leverages IoT enabled, low-cost devices (NFC or iBeacons) to improve energy disaggregation
mechanisms that provide energy use and -consequently- wastages at the device, area and end user level.
These wastages are targeted by a gamified application that feeds personalized real-time
recommendations to each individual end user. The design of the game follows a cleanweb approach and
implements a novel social innovation process that is designed based on human inceptives factors and
helps users to understand the environmental implications of their actions and adopt a greener, more
active and responsible behaviour. Efficient energy use renders its consumption predictable and this is
exploited by the ChArGED gamified application to optimize use of the micro-generated energy.
Website: http://www.charged-project.eu/
enCOMPASS (Collaborative Recommendations and Adaptive Control for Personalised Energy
Saving)
enCOMPASS will implement and validate an integrated socio-technical approach to behavioural change
for energy saving, by developing innovative user-friendly digital tools to make energy consumption data
available and understandable for different stakeholders (residents, visitors, public actors, building
managers, utilities and ICT-providers) in ways that empower them to achieve energy savings and
manage their needs in energy efficient, cost-effective and comfortable ways. It will demonstrate how
this can be achieved with a holistic approach that integrates visualisation of energy data collected from
smart sensors, user-generated information and context-aware collaborative recommendations for
energy saving, intelligent control and adaptive gamified incentives.
Website: http://www.encompass-project.eu

MOBISTYLE (MOtivating end-users Behavioral change by combined ICT based tools and
modular Information services on energy use, indoor environment, health and lifestyle)
The overall aim of MOBISTYLE is to raise consumer awareness and awareness of ownership, thus
empowering consumers and providing confidence of choosing the right thing, by providing attractive
tailor-made combined knowledge services on energy use, indoor environment, health and lifestyle, by
ICT-based solutions. This awareness will support and motivate end-users to well informed pro-active
behavior towards energy use, energy efficiency and health. Furthermore, within the program’s
framework, the development of ICT tools is planned, comprises of sensing technologies, an integration
platform and a set of software applications for mobile devices, so as to enable energy-efficient behaviour
of the end-users.
Website: https://www.mobistyle-project.eu/

OrbEEt (ORganizational Behaviour improvement for Energy Efficient administrative
public offices)
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OrbEEt proposes an ICT-based framework to induce behaviour change toward energy efficiency by
transforming energy measurements into personalized feedback delivered through engaging user
interfaces. To achieve this challenge, OrbEEt foresees dynamic, spatially fine-grained extensions of
building-level Operational Rating methodologies and Display Energy Certificates to provide a detailed
view of energy use in office spaces, business processes and organizational entities rather than entire
buildings. The fusion of information from Building Information Models, Business Process Models and
real-time energy use measurements will be performed via a comprehensive ICT cloud service - the
Systemic Enterprise Operational Rating framework. This will enable energy use tracking and will
establish direct accountability of people, processes and spaces toward overall consumption.
Website: http://orbeet.eu/

EnerGAware (ENErgy Game for AWAREness of energy efficiency in social housing
communities)

EnerGAware aims to decrease energy consumption and emissions in an affordable housing pilot and
increase the affordable housing tenants’ understanding and engagement in energy efficiency. The
project will develop and test, in 100 affordable homes, a serious game that will be related to the actual
energy consumption (monitored via smart meters) of the user’s home and will be included in social
media and networking tools. Users will be thus able to learn about the potential energy savings from
installing energy-efficiency measures and to balance the energy consumption, comfort and financial cost
of their actions. Energy savings will be achieved both virtually in the game (calculated by building
performance simulation) and in reality (actually measured through smart meter data) and will enable
the progression of the serious game. The social media features will provide users a platform to share
data of their achievements, compete with each other, give energy advice, as well as, join together to form
virtual energy communities. The EnerGAware solution will be implemented and deployed with a
cleanweb philosophy in mind.
Website: http://energaware.eu/

TRIBE

The overall objective of the TRIBE project is to contribute to a behavioural change towards energy
efficiency in public buildings, through the users’ engagement via playing a social game that will be linked
to real time data collected from the pilot buildings including academic, living and workspaces
environments. Existing monitoring systems and low-cost ICT technologies (wireless sensors, smart
meters, smart plugs, etc.) will be assumed to feed the game with real time data from the pilot buildings.
The developed serious game will enable the dynamic interaction between buildings and users and will
motivate changes in the players’ behaviour. It will be implemented through social networks, to allow
the exchange of information and experience between the users and to promote a group behaviour
change.
Website: http://tribe-h2020.eu/

ENTROPY (Design of an innovative energy-aware IT ecosystem for motivating
behavioural changes towards the adoption of energy efficient lifestyles)
The project ENTROPY focuses on the design and deployment of an innovative IT ecosystem that will
improve energy efficiency through consumers understanding, engagement and behavioural changes.
Emphasis is given on the collection of energy-related information from heterogeneous data sources, on
the proper analysis of the available data and on the provision of interactive services, applications and
serious games to end users for motivating their interest on energy efficient activities, for providing
recommendations to adopt more energy efficient lifestyles and for increasing their overall energy
consumption awareness. The project will consider the integration of information collected from a set of
sensor networks and the exploitation of mobile crowd sensing activities along with the implementation
of processes for monitoring, reporting and analysing sets of data with regards to energy consumption
and the behavioural profile of citizens.
Website: http://entropy-project.eu/overview/
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PEAKapp (Personal Energy Administration Kiosk application: an ICT-ecosystem for
Energy Savings through Behavioural Change, Flexible Tariffs and Fun)
The project PEAKapp aims to motivate users behave in a more energy efficient manner by offering
individualized saving opportunities. It will dynamically offer discounts during peaks of electricity
production from renewable energies to enable the users in the households to actively reduce their
personal carbon footprints. The project will also research and facilitate behavioural change to develop
a deeper understanding of the engagement-enhancing capabilities of social networks and serious
gaming in an energy efficiency context.
Website: http://www.peakapp.eu/

GAIA (Green Awareness in Action)

The project GAIA focuses on the educational community; faculty, staff, students and parents at all levels
of education: primary/secondary/high schools and universities. The objective is to raise awareness
among young people and motivate changes in their behaviour and habits concerning energy usage. GAIA
will create an innovative ICT ecosystem (including web-based, mobile, social and sensing elements)
tailored specifically for school environments, considering both the users (faculty, staff, students,
parents) and buildings (schools, universities, homes) that will motivate and support the users’
behavioural change to achieve greater energy efficiency.
Website: http://gaia-project.eu/

DR.BOB (Demand Response in Blocks of Buildings)

The project DR.BOB focuses on Demand Response programs which encourage consumers to change
when they use electricity or reduce their total energy use can help keep energy bills low and help
integrate renewables into our existing energy networks. The project will pilot the tools and techniques
required for demand response in blocks of buildings with differing patterns of ownership, use and
occupation. It will develop a Virtual Energy Plant (VEP) platform for forecasting, scheduling and
optimizing demand response schemes for load shedding and shifting, a Local Energy Manager to run
optimization scenarios for production, storage and consumption at the building/building cluster level
that integrate with the BMS taking weather and market prices into account and a Consumer Portal to be
used as an online guide and stimulation tool for engaging energy users based on gamification,
challenges, visualization of processed data and direct contact.
Website: http://www.dr-bob.eu/

GreenSoul (Eco-aware Persuasive Networked Data Devices for User Engagement in
Energy Efficiency)
GreenSoul focuses on achieving higher energy efficiency in public buildings by changing the way people
consume energy when they use shared devices (e.g. lights, printers) and personal devices (e.g. personal
pluggable appliances). The project aims to increase the user energy-awareness and change the econsumption habits and include intelligence in the devices to let them autonomously decide about their
operation mode to increase their energy efficiency. The project will use a range of techniques, from
persuasive social applications to physical interaction mechanisms linked to the devices. The developed
system will be deployed in five building pilots at different climatic areas and associated to different
usage and facilities, ensuring the cross-country and cross-building analysis of the project impact.
Website: http://www.greensoul-h2020.eu/

InBetween (ICT enabled BEhavioral change ToWards Energy EfficieNt lifestyles)

inBETWEEN aims to go beyond currently available ICT technologies used for inducing the end User
behaviour change towards more energy efficient lifestyles by simultaneously assisting users to identify
energy wastes, learn how they could conserve energy and motivate them to act. Apart from detecting
energy saving opportunities and offering various incentives for users’ behaviour change, great part of
the motivation aspect will also be associated with the provided ability and means to act through
inBETWEEN solution. The overarching technological objective which is to deliver cost-effective solution
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that brings added value, without significant disruption of everyday activities, through the collaborative
inBETWEEN cloud-based platform offering advance energy services. It will allow users to integrate their
building’s connected devices and systems with advance energy analytics and optimisation services to
create a comprehensive recommendation and feed-back solution which will facilitate further the
behaviour change towards more energy and cost efficient daily routines. A significant demonstration
activity in a range of real life pilot locations in EU with diverse public set-ups, which differ in terms of
size, type, climate and patterns of use, will offer the necessary technology validation.
Website: http://www.inbetween-project.eu/

Eco-Bot (Personalised ICT-tools for the Active Engagement of Consumers Towards
Sustainable Energy)

Eco-Bot aims to utilize recent advances in chatbot tools and advanced signal processing (i.e. energy
disaggregation) using low-resolution smart meter-type data with the goal of changing their behaviour
towards energy efficiency. Eco-Bot targets to a personalized virtual energy assistant to deliver
information on itemized (appliance-level) energy usage through a chat-bot tool.
The ""chat-bot"" functionality will use an attractive frontend interface, permitting seamless
communication in a more natural and interactive way than a traditional mobile application. This way,
Eco-Bot aims to achieve a higher level of engagement with consumers than previous efforts (i.e. serious
games, gamification, competitions or other interactive ICT), by adding a more engaging form of
interaction with existing platforms that has been proven in different market settings.
The proposed system considers knowledge of the delivered multi-factorial models, including reboundeffects, as a result of the baseline research on both European and International activities. Then, based
on advanced ICT, such as knowledge engineering, machine learning, expert systems, the project
transforms the multi-factorial models for energy reduction to interactive, personalized and targeted
recommendations to consumers on how to save energy.
Eco-Bot will use also existing NILM, e.g. energy disaggregation methods, and data analytics to break
down consumption to the appliance level, where this is possible (smart meters at reasonable
granularity, adequate number of information collected) so as to make consumers aware of their most
energy-consuming devices.
The project will demonstrate the system in three different use cases, each one representing a different
business model (B2B / B2B2C /B2C). We aim to validate our system across real and diverse conditions
such as socio-cultural, environmental, demographic, climate and consumption, so as to draw concrete
conclusions regarding performance, effectiveness, affordability, etc.
Website: http://eco-bot.eu/

UtilitEE (Utility Business Model Transformation through human-centric behavioural
interventions and ICT tools for Energy Efficiency)

The UtilitEE project will provide a customer-oriented Behavioural Change Framework (Energy-as-aService delivery approach via an open ICT ecosystem integrated into the building with off-the-shelf
sensors). It focuses on discovering, quantifying and revealing energy-hungry activities and conveys
meaningful feedback to engage users into a continuous process of learning and improvement. UtilitEE
will leverage well-known behavioural models/ theories and standardized operational rating/
certification methods. It will also incorporate human-centric intelligent control features that use
occupant comfort profiles and supportively control HVAC and lights so as to minimize energy waste,
while always keeping occupants comfortable and preserving a healthy indoor environment. The
framework will be validated in real-life conditions by a large population of residential and commercial
consumers and aims to reduce energy use by ~30%. Validation activities will also explore future
business models and go-to-market strategies for utilities. A holistic roadmap and business plan for the
exploitation and replication of project results will be delivered.
Website: https://www.utilitee.eu/ l

FEEdBACk (Fostering Energy Efficiency and BehAvioural Change through ICT)
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The objectives of the FEEdBACk project are to develop, integrate and trial a wide range of energy focused
ICT and behaviour modification applications, that will be used to engage energy users and permit them
to understand and change their energy consumption related behaviour in three different built
environments (Office/Research Labs, Schools, Domestic smart homes) in three climatic settings
(northern Portugal, Mediterranean Spain, and northern Germany). The consortium consists of: three
SMEs that specialise in e-learning digital communication applications targeted at behaviour change and
in building energy data gathering and representation to managers and users; and three organisations
that own and manage buildings, schools and public and private dwellings, with aim to lower and make
more sustainable their energy use. The outputs from the project will enable accelerated
commercialisation, by a wide range of innovative SMEs, within and outside the project consortium, of
the tools that will help building owners and stakeholders to understand and reduce their energy
consumption. The FEEdBACK’s ambition is to enable a wide range of companies to incorporate or
integrate elements of the applications and the behaviour change components, thereby making their
products more competitive and successful in the EU and on a global scale.
Website: https://feedback-project.eu/
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In the above table, the most important research projects regarding energy efficiency are compared
based on innovations and provided services. As it is evident, all existing projects mainly focus on the
change of user’s energy consumption behaviour and the reduction of wasted energy and energy
consumption using several technologies and devices (sensors, meters etc.) for energy monitoring.
Furthermore, most of the above-mentioned projects take advantage of serious games and mobile
applications to raise users’ awareness regarding good practices in energy consumption.
The table below summarizes the relation among BENEFFICE and the above-mentioned projects:

Table 21: Related projects to BENEFFICE
Charged
enCOMPASS
MOBISTYLE
OrbEEt
EnerGAware
TRIBE
ENTROPY
PEAKapp
GAIA
DR.BOB
GreenSoul
inBETWEEN
Eco-Bot
UtilitEE
FEEdBACk

Complementary to the above, BENEFFICE has to face several challenges and problems in the field of
energy efficiency. In order to cope with these difficulties, BENEFFICE introduces innovations regarding
energy disaggregation, energy behaviour models and business models. BENEFFICE is expected to be a
novel ecosystem which enables and incentivises long-term energy consumption savings. BENEFFICE
ecosystem leverages IoT enabled, low-cost, “plug-and-play-and forget” devices, energy disaggregation
and an innovative empowerment and rewards approach (based on an alternative monetary currency)
so as to change consumers’ energy consumption behaviour. The “plug-and-play-and-forget” devices will
accurately capture energy use patterns at the level of each electrical appliance and at the level of each
individual user. An energy behaviour model will be used to correlate these patterns with optimal,
personalised comfort levels, social profiles and characteristics (including social, economic, geographic
and energy use contexts) in order to determine optimal energy use behaviour to reduce wastage of
energy and to increase the use of renewable resources in the energy mix. BENEFFICE will design
personalized, real-time motivational paths to deliver sustained reductions in energy consumption.
Customers will be incentivized to follow these paths voluntarily, through the application of novel
business models that provide monetary rewards in return for progress along each personalized
pathway and help build an online community of likeminded actors. These business models will be based
on an innovative digital CO2 currency which links the public good arising from reduced energy
consumption (and thus reduced greenhouse gas emissions) with a desirable, tangible private benefit in
the form of CO2 Credits. These business models will leverage partnerships with established businesses
-third party market catalysts- that recognize the potential offered by CO2 Credits both to promote
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reduced consumption of fossil fuels and to extend their market share by offering a new service to their
clients with clear social added value.
The BENEFFICE project aims to become an optimal solution for energy efficiency, by combining multiple
technologies (software and hardware) that implement all functionalities presented in the below table:

Table 22: Major gaps and challenges not addressed fully by existing EU-funded research
projects
Challenges, gaps and
limitations

Potential for BENEFFICE
innovation

Energy disaggregation: Lack
of energy use patterns at the
level of each electrical
appliance and at the level of
each individual user

Use of methods that precisely
estimate appliances’ energy
signals from aggregate signal
data,
providing
energy
consumption at appliance level
and use of Non-Intrusive
Appliance Load Monitoring
(NILM) algorithms.

Rewards approach: Most of
the related projects don’t
connect energy savings with
tangible, private benefits in
return or monetary rewards

CO2 credit management system,
which monitors, verifies and
values
(as
CO2
Credits)
reductions
in
energy
consumption or increased use of
renewable energy / alternative
monetary currency CO2, giving
motivation to future users

Energy behaviour models:
Most
energy
efficiency
models don’t use data from
real measurements and are
not flexible to tailor the
specific users’ particularities
and dynamic environment.

BENEFFICE will develop a multifactorial/-disciplinary
energy
behaviour model which takes
into account a) social norms of
user behavior, b) structural
properties of buildings, c)
climate parameters and d)
demographic settings

Behaviour
validation:

model’s Long term monitoring, validation
Currently, the of each pilot test case separately
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Contribution from existing
projects & BENEFFICE
proposed improvements
GreenSoul
and
Eco-Bot
targeted the operational status
of devices (on/off, idle), over
specific
time
periods.
BENEFFICE adopts a similar
approach (for hourly intervals)
on a set of nine clusters of
appliances. The outputs are the
actual consumption for this
time period. Going one step
ahead,
disaggregation
is
achieved in a non-intrusive
way.
Many of the projects adopt a
solid
strategy
of
milestones/specific
achievements
related
to
consumption reduction and
inform the user about that.
BENEFFICE adopts a similar
approach. The user is either
informed
about
his/her
performance or triggered to
change his/her patterns. The
latter, if achieved, results in
CO2 coins awards.
GAIA introduced games (and
comparisons) among teams.
CHARGED has a similar
gamified
approach
that
challenged teams of employers
to save energy and compete
with other teams in public
buldings. BENEFFICE adopts a
similar
approach
in
“challenges” module, where
users compete against their
country’s
average
performance.
ChArGED monitored the user
behaviour at offices for more
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users’ behavioural models
are
not
systematically
evaluated using data from
real
measurements.
Validation
is
monodimensional by considering
only few of the actual factors
that affect energy efficiency.
Business models: Lack of
innovative proposed new
business models

Analytics
forecasts
and
recommendation
engine:
Need for multifactorial
models to derive accurate
forecasts
on
expected
energy use and relevant
recommendations.

as well as comparative validation than a six months period.
from multiple pilot test sites
Changes in user’s behaviour
activated
specific
rules
resulting
in
motivational
awards.
BENEFFICE also monitors
changes in behaviour and
informs the user.
Novel
business
models Almost all projects consider
rewarding and incentivizing long energy savings as the main
term emissions reductions, challenge and stop there.
based on CO2 novel digital UtilitEE business model allow
currency
utilities to balance and hedge
losses from energy savings
(reduced energy sales) through
a novel energy efficiency
services portfolio on the basis
of the UtilitEE.
In BENEFFICE energy savings
and consumption reductions
are implicitly incorporated
within CO2 circulation and
sustainability among various
actors that constitute the
BENEFFICE ecosystem and
cooperate
via
win-win
opportunities
and
novel
Business Models.
Capture, analyse and
Projects like TRIBE, ChArGED,
recommend actions, matching
EnerGAware, and ENTROPY,
the user profile (demographic,
try to change user’s behaviour
social, etc.), context (i.e. comfort through gamification
level) and energy consumption.
strategies. BENEFFICE
Use of forecasting mechanisms
adopted a similar approach
to predict the amount of
using challenges.
renewable energy generated,
based on weather information
Eco-Bot provides tailored
forecasts and sources
suggestions to the user, in the
capabilities and green
form of messages. The content
scheduling to recommend
of the message is based on the
actions that optimise use of
consumption behavior.
renewable energy when it is
MOBISTYLE targets in casepredicted to be produced.
specific recommendations (e.g.
public versus residential
buildings). BENEFFICE also
provides personalised
suggestions, tips and
recommendations.

BENEFFICE has performed an extensive research on the ideas, implementation approaches and
experiences from similar EE projects; improving existing schemes can be more effective than creating
something new. Lessons learned will help BENEFFICE partners design a user-oriented ecosystem,
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mitigating the reported limitations from other projects. Towards this direction, networking is an
important first step, since it will help to exchange ideas and be informed about the current limitations.
This can be achieved by using social media, e.g. creation of jointed LinkedIn groups, related to energy
savings and efficient usage, or through the organization of joint workshops, in which different
experiences per project could be exchanged with the BENEFFICE consortium.

2.6 Behaviour Models and Incentives
This section of the deliverable 2.1 is anticipating the deliverable 2.2 and WP3 of the BENEFFICE project
as it briefly describes the incentives related to the target groups and touches upon the definition of the
Multi-factorial users’ behaviour models.
This section is important to illustrate the point, that the BENEFFICE pilots and set-up needs to
incorporate a structure where data are collected on a continuous basis to start communication feedback
loops and to build a comprehensive behavioural model with the end-customer and that these
communication loops needs to develop with the development of the end-customer (i.e.: they start very
basic and become much more complex and individualised over time.
Hence, this topic is not fully developed here but merely serves as an introduction to some needed
recommendations in chapter 4 related to building customer engagement cycles, and what is required in
this respect. For a deeper understanding of these topics D2.2 and WP3 should be investigated.
This section is also partly covering the introduction of a currency as an energy savings incentive. It is a
bearing principle of the BENEFFICE project, that we introduce this currency as part of the project, and
thus it is required to explain the nature of it. As the current experiences are very low on currency
incentives as part of an energy savings scheme it is not possible to build the introduction of a monetary
incentive on anything else but assumptions. The section concludes, that it is the aim of the BENEFFICE
project to evaluate a currency as an energy savings incentive, and in this respect, we need to keep in
mind that we actually don’t know if it will work.

2.6.1 Developing a Behavioural Model for engaging energy consumers
Most people do not think a lot about their energy consumption – and when they do, it is for the most
part related to three fundamental questions: What does it cost? Can I keep my comfort levels? – and Can
I rely on the supply? A huge number of projects in the Horizon2020 programme has been analysed to
draw this conclusion [63].
Basically, the projects observe, that un-engaged end-customers are mostly concerned about their energy
usage when they have to pay the bill. In that respect focus is on price. There is a well-known term known
as the “bill-chock” which refers to the fact, that most people only realize their energy costs when they
receive the bill. But people are also concerned about their daily life and comfort. Not only related to
heating and cooling, but since these two elements are among the highest percentages of the energy bill,
they are of course of certain interest. It is observed, that most people (if they can at all afford it) are not
willing to compromise a lot on their usage of electronic equipment or have much concern about stand
by, old equipment and generally (despite all efforts) are still somewhat ignorant to buying the most
energy effective solutions. Last but not least people think of energy as a commodity – and if it is not
reliable – they will act and get engaged. However, once security of supply is reached, they will again
forget about it.
Hence, to make people care about the energy usage, people need to be engaged in a sustained way. To
understand what drives engagement in energy consumption a few existing projects have been
developing models to understand these dynamics. Hence, BENEFFICE will not build a model from
scratch, but rather validate and strengthen existing models.
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One such model was developed in the FP7 project ADVANCED and this model describes the relation
between different interventions and certain behavioural outcomes related to customer engagement.
“The model suggests that interventions are modifications, or attempted modifications to the nature of
variables throughout the model, in order to influence the behavioural outcome (KPIs). They can take
many forms, including 'regulation', 'national, regional and local infrastructure', 'relationship' changes
between the consumer and service provider, 'information and education' giving, as well as 'offerings
and rewards. The 'social', 'physical' and 'market environment' are influenced by and act as a filter for
the significance and relevance of interventions. '[64]”
The model then suggests that active engagement is driven by four factors related to the relevance of the
approach. Hence, the engagement is very individualized and needs personalization and customized
feedback features to function.

Figure 7: The FP7 ADVANCED Conceptual Model
Each intervention or customer interaction, will add to the next experience and merge with the
consumer's overall knowledge of and orientation towards active consumer participation. The
consumer's growth is the residual impact on the customer of everything the consumer receives, thinks
and does over time. The consumer's behaviour and experience are then shared with other consumers.
In the BENEFFICE project this model will be further developed and trialled in the real-life pilots.
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Another study on customer behaviour in relation to energy savings [65]
concludes that people tend to interact with new technology at three levels;
Personal, Social and Societal and which level is the most predominant
changes with the context, which then adds to the model’s complexity. The
study concludes: “Customers behaviour are irrational – but even so, they
want to be taken seriously. Customers tend to act simultaneously in various
areas. Their actions are context-dependent and often conflicting” [66].
Hence, in accordance with this study, any communication based primarily
on rational and educational content is most likely to fail. In the BENEFFICE
project we will seek to add other factors to the communication and
intervention than the pure rational to secure that customer engagement is
sustained.

The development of the model will follow the following steps:

Figure 8: Entwistle et
al, 2009

1. Define points of interaction in relation to the models’ phases:
o Intervene, Enable, Drive, Act, Share
2. Assigning goals to each point based on the Goal setting model
3. Defining Customer groups (Customer Behavioural model)
4. Creating Customer Journey methodology (Customer Actionable model)
5. Implementing, testing and feedback loops

2.6.2 Recognising failure of current policies
Several economic approaches and business models (regulation, taxes, quotas and ETS) have been
implemented to date. Despite all these we are unable to reach the objective of energy reduction. Even if
existing country commitments are all met, global temperature is forecasted to rise by 2.6-3.1°C, when
the Paris agreement calls for a 1.5°C maximum rise.
Can we incentivize voluntary actions to change energy behaviour with a currency model?
The goal is to incentivises behaviour change, by rewarding consumers with so-called CO2 Coins or CO2s
for each reduction of CO2 emissions. In behavioural economics terms, CO2s are ‘nudges’ which inform
and empower agents to participate in the development of the low carbon economy at all levels; Nudges
received the Economic Nobel Prize for the third time (R. Thaler 2017, R. Shiller, 2013, D. Kahneman,
2008). The European Economic and Social Committee recently urged the EU to make greater use of
‘nudge thinking’ in EU policy; BENEFFICE proposes nudges in an innovative way for Energy/CO 2
reduction in the long term.
In addition, the efficacy of monetary incentive to change behaviour has been proven with airmiles or in
loyalty programs (even as simple as couponing). More fundamentally, many economists consider money
as the linking factor between all agents of a society and suggest adding new currencies for specific
purposes. Political aspects of such proposals are not discussed, considered and presented here.
For simplification, we will only remind here the point of view from the economist Bernard Lietaer.
Lietaer is an international expert in the design and implementation of currency systems. He has studied
and worked in the field of money for more than 30 years in an unusually broad range of capacities
including as a Central Banker, a fund manager, a university professor, and a consultant to governments
in numerous countries, multinational corporations, and community organizations. He co-designed and
implemented the convergence mechanism to the single European currency system (the Euro) and
served as president of the Electronic Payment System at the National Bank of Belgium (the Belgian
Central Bank). According to Lietaer, most of us do not usually grasp how our monetary system works.
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Specifically, we tend to misunderstand (a) what money is, (b) how it is created, and (c) how our
monetary system shapes our behaviours, relationships and circumstances.
Historical research shows that different types of currencies encourage or dissuade their hoarding or
speculation. Some currencies induce competition while others encourage collaboration, and therefore
strengthen or weaken ties within a community. They determine the kind of time horizons upon which
business decisions are made and produce or prevent financial and economic instability.
Lietaer believes that we need to support the introduction and expansion of three different kinds of
currencies alongside our national currencies: (1) an inflation-proof global complementary currency
designed to stabilize the world economy; (2) business-to-business currencies designed to counteract
the effects of conventional money shortages during periods of economic crises and contraction; and (3)
community currencies that address a variety of social problems and strengthen the fabric of society.
Complementary currencies are agreements within a community to accept something else than national
currencies as a means of payment. Because they are designed to function in parallel with conventional
money — not replacing but complementing fiat currencies, the terminology of “complementary” is used
to describe them.
New monetary innovations are now being crafted and used by an ever-growing number of communities
worldwide to address a wide array of different social and economic mandates: from effectively caring
for the elderly in Japan, to urban renewal in communities like Curitiba or Palmeiras in Brazil, providing
new jobs and significantly raising the standard of living in communities, all without incurring costs to
government or industry. The potential and adaptability of social currency innovations are part of the
shift from the Industrial Age to a Post-Industrial or Information Age. Most of them would not have
appeared without cheap computing power becoming available. This also explains their impressive
growth from a handful to thousands such currency systems worldwide in the past two decades.
Mounting evidence from these practical experiments in diverse communities around the globe
demonstrates that complementary currencies can have significant positive impacts on communities that
use them. These new kinds of currencies are addressing critical social problems for which conventional
money has proven inadequate such as the erosion of community, ecological deterioration, the need for
elderly care, and much more.
The goal of BENEFFICE will be to translate this monetary theory into a commercial application, so that
CO2s become a community currency largely used. The capacity of BENEFFICE to broadcast a simple and
clear attractive community message will be key (avoiding giving a lecture on monetary systems) to
recruit a large community. The user experience needs as well to be smooth and frictionless
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3 End User Requirements
3.1 The VaasaETT Pilot DataBase
VaasaETT keeps an up-to-date database consisting of, at the time of writing, 147 demand response and
feedback programs around the world amounting to 575 samples and involving over 1,000,000
residential customers. The database compiles the findings of both feedback and dynamic pricing
programs with and without appliance automation.

Table 23: Feedback samples in pilot database
PILOT TYPES
Feedback only
Dynamic pricing with feedback
No Automation

NUMBER OF SAMPLES
152
226
197

Table 24: Automation samples in pilots database
PILOT TYPES
Automation
No Automation

NUMBER OF SAMPLES
81
494

Considering that technology is quickly evolving and has a big influence on the effectiveness of the
interventions trialled, only pilots completed after 2005 are included. In the same manner, small pilots
(less than 100 participants) may not be scalable nor comparable to larger ones or even more so to roll
outs of smart energy offerings and have been excluded. The added pilots come from difference regions
all around the world, as stated in Table 25.

Table 25: Regions of samples in pilot database
REGIONS
Australia
Canada
Europe
USA
Japan

NUMBER OF SAMPLES
33
160
129
248
5

Finally, to be included, the methodology to compute the pilots' key performance indicators has to be
valid and transparent. It is important to note that pilots who meet these criteria of year, size and
comparability are included in our database regardless of their success or failure to meet their aim.
The VaasaETT database, being the largest of its kind, can be used to provide statistically robust
quantified answers to questions related to for instance the potential of energy consumption feedback to
reduce customers’ bills, consumption levels and/or to manage consumption in time. The database was
recently used in projects conducted for the European commission (e.g. FP7 ADVANCED, FP7 eBADGE,
H2020 Natconsumers), the Norwegian water and energy regulator NVE, ESMIG, BEAMA and others.

3.1.1 Analysis Methodology
The database pilots were statistically analysed and used to better understand the features that are
related with high electricity savings. The analysis and comparison of such a large number of pilots allows
the extraction of consistent results and the detection of emerging patterns.
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For the needs of the current research, we focused on the subgroup of feedback-only pilots and studied
the differences in the outcomes of pilots in relation with the feedback elements (i.e. feedback channels,
feedback frequency, type. etc.) A detailed list of the analysed features can be found below:

Table 26: Summary list of analysed features
ANALYSED FEATURES

EXPLANATION/EXAMPLE

1. Feedback channel

Means of providing feedback to participants e.g. IHD, Webpage, etc.

2. Feedback frequency

Frequency of feedback update e.g. Real-time, Hourly, Daily, etc.

3. Feedback type

The type of information that is provided to participants e.g. current
electricity price, Bill-to-date cost, CO2 emissions, etc.

4. Feedback format

The way feedback is presented e.g. numerical, graphical, etc.

5. Education of
participants

Leaflets, packages or meeting(s), to explain the pilot, its goal and how
to benefit from it.
In feedback pilots, it is usually related with giving participants the
tools to distance-control specific appliances.

6. Use of automation

In order to ensure that the results are comparable, automation pilots were excluded from the first 5
stages of the analysis and were studied separately in the final stage. The studied features were compared
based on the overall consumption reduction (in %) that was achieved during the analysed pilots. The
sample size and number of participants that are associated with each result were also extracted, to be
able to assess the significance of each of the results. Results with insufficient sample sizes were
discarded from the results to ensure the statistical significance of the conclusions.

3.2 Analysis Results
3.2.1 Education of pilot participants
Beginning the analysis, the influence of education in pilots for Energy Efficiency has been examined. The
outcomes of pilots before the beginning of the pilot have been compared with the ones of pilots who
received recommendations, feedback and any form of education during the program and with pilots
with no education. Table 27 shows the sample size (first column) and number of participants (second
column) associated with each case.
The results highlight the importance of participant education, clearly showing that pilots with education
are associated with higher consumption savings (1.15% higher) in comparison with pilots without. In
greater detail, Figure 9 shows that education before the commencement of the pilot appears to be
significantly more efficient (about 1.13% higher savings) than education during the pilot, meaning that
it is an important part of the pilot that should not be overlooked. Pilot designers need to spend some
time to explain to participants the pilot equipment, the ways they can use feedback and the benefits of
adjusting their consumption habits in order to save energy to ensure higher consumption reduction.
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Impact of Recommendation based Education
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Figure 9: Impact of Education in Feedback pilots
Table 27: Impact of Education, sample sizes
EDUCATION
Education before pilot commencement
Education during pilot
No education

# SAMPLES
52
55
30

# PARTICIPANTS
18182
172926
160628

In relation to BENEFFICE the conclusion derived from this is, that the engagement process is closely linked
to addressing the pilot participants even before the pilot is starting to explain and start an educational
cycle, to be continuously developed during the phases of the pilot.

3.2.2 Feedback frequency
The following graph (Figure 10) shows the consumption reduction of feedback pilots, in relation to
frequency of feedback updates. Table 28 shows the sample size and number of participants associated
with each frequency.

Consumption Reduction (%)

Impact of Feedback Frequency
10%
9%
8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%

8.57%

8.83%
6.23%

REAL TIME
ON NEAR
REAL TIME

HOURLY

DAILY

6.14%

MONTHLY

5.04%

SEVERAL
TIMES A
YEAR

Figure 10: Impact of Feedback Frequency in feedback pilots
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Table 28: Impact of Feedback Frequency, sample sizes
FEEDBACK FREQUENCY
Real time on near real time
Hourly
Daily
Monthly
Several times a year

# SAMPLES
58
6
7
29
17

# PARTICIPANTS
137046
2028
81325
10836
10483

The results show a clear decreasing pattern of energy savings while feedback frequency decreases.
Specifically, pilots with hourly frequency updates can have on average 3.8% higher savings in
comparison with pilots where feedback is updated several times a year.
Another interesting observation that serves as an exception to this pattern is the fact that pilots with
hourly feedback update have led to slightly higher saving in comparison with pilots with real-time
feedback frequency. This can be interpreted as an indication that hourly frequency is enough to give a
clear idea to pilot participants about their consumption pattern and probably means that even if they
are willing to check feedback even more often, this can bring them no extra benefit.
An important notion to this finding however, is that many pilots so far has not taken advantage of the
opportunities in real time feedback frequencies – and for the end-customer it might be more convincing
to observe patterns of energy behaviour instead of fluctuating and constantly changing
For BENEFFICE the conclusion of these findings is, that close to real time feedback services are important
for customer’s engagement. It is however even more important, that the data are being used in a way, which
gives value to the end-customer. Real-Time feedback is not enough in itself. It has to be interpreted and
applied to real life situations.

3.2.3 Ways to provide feedback
Feedback can be provided to pilot participants in various alternative ways. The most popular feedback
channels, types and formats have been analysed and compared, in order to find the ones that have the
highest impact on participants and can lead to higher savings.
Figure 11 shows the consumption reduction achieved during pilots with different feedback channels.
The graph indicates that IHDs and ambient displays can lead to impressively higher energy savings in
comparison with the other two investigated methods; pilots with IHD/Ambient are associated with
2.3% higher savings than pilots with informative bill and 3.4% higher than pilots with webpage/mobile
app.
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Figure 11: Impact of Feedback Channels on feedback pilots
Table 29: Impact of Feedback Channels, sample sizes
FEEDBACK CHANNELS
IHD/ Ambient display
Informative Bill
Webpage/ Mobile App

# SAMPLES
72
42
20

# PARTICIPANTS
330757
22380
164950

Before concluding that mobile applications are useless in energy pilots, it should be noted that the
specific results only indicate that mobile apps do not appear to be a very efficient means for providing
feedback in itself. It seems adequate, that feedback should create awareness with the end-customer
about a high energy consumption – hence if a user has to look for the consumption in an app, the
awareness has to be there already.
In this respect a mobile app could prove very useful as tools for appliance-control by pilot participants,
as they are easily accessible and easy-to-use or as a means to further information, once awareness has
been created by other means.
In Figure 12, presents comparison of 12 different feedback types. Interesting conclusions can be drawn
by studying the ones that are associated with the highest savings:
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Figure 12: Impact of Feedback Types in pilots
“Bill to date cost” is the one with the highest consumption reduction, showing that pilots including it
have on average achieved energy savings as high as 8.9%. Interestingly, the other 2 feedback types that
follow the same logic (“Up-to-date consumption level” and “Savings to date”) are related with
significantly lower savings (about 2% lower in both cases). This can be used as an indication that
knowing the amount of money they have to pay, makes consumers more likely to try and save.
“CO2 emissions” is the feedback type associated with the second highest savings (8.50%). Given the fact
that this is the only environment-related information used in the comparison, the high reduction
percentage can be interpreted as an indication that environmental incentives are also an important
factor for pilot participants.
For BENEFFICE it is worth noticing, that the highest savings are associated with personalized messaging
related to either values (Environmental) or personal (savings, goals, prices) communication. The lowest
savings are related to standardized tips and comparisons. Hence again it is important to realize, that the
most efficient way to make people save energy is by making the information relevant and personal.
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Table 30: The impact of Feedback Types, sample sizes
FEEDBACK TYPES
Bill to date cost
CO2 emissions
Appliance specific consumption
Current price of electricity
Goal setting
Historical Feedback
Up-to-date consumption level (kWh)
Savings to date
Forecasting of consumption by period end
Forecasting of consumption by period end
Current power consumption (kW)
Comparative/Normative
Tips & advice

# SAMPLES
47
32
14
48
10
84
105
17
10
10
11
42
38

# PARTICIPANTS
85498
5398
5795
183455
169327
276017
34848
5445
52395
52395
331008
273773
400789

As is also seen from the Figure 12, pilots with “Appliance level consumption” feedback appear to have
the third highest savings. For BENEFFICE this is highly relevant, as it is part of the project to identify
specific appliances. Although many consumption-related feedback types have been taken under
consideration in the comparison (e.g. “Up-to-date consumption level”, “Current power consumption”,
etc.), the reason that it is the only one associated with such high savings is probably the level of detail it
provides. Pilot participants are usually regular people without much knowledge about energy and
energy savings, so it is often hard for them to understand which ones the most high-consuming
appliances are. Appliance-level feedback can help them understand where they need to focus their
saving attempts. Also, it is very common that appliance-level feedback is associated with personalised
tips and advice, as it allows pilot organisers to have a clear picture of participants consumption habits.
Another interesting observation – as mentioned earlier - is that “Tips and advice” are related with the
lowest savings by far (5.63% reduction). General tips and advice that are commonly provided in pilots
are in fact not of much help for participants. The specific result should be seriously taken under
consideration by energy pilot designers; tips and advice should be carefully designed and personalised
according to each participant’s individual needs and consumption habits to be efficient.
The last feedback element that was analysed is feedback format; the results can be found in Figure 13.
According to the findings, pilots with Ambient feedback have by far the highest savings (13.45%) in
comparison with the other compared feedback formats. Specifically, Ambient format is associated with
6.3% higher consumption reduction than Numerical that is the second highest, and 9.5% higher than
Pictorial, which is the feedback format with the lowest performance. On the contrary, pictorial feedback
format is associated with the lowest savings by far (average savings of 3.98%), showing that probably
more specific information is significantly more efficient in feedback pilots.
Ambient is an easily noticeable feedback format, where some light turns on / changes colour when some
specific event (related with the pilot targets) occurs; for instance, the current consumption becomes
higher than a predefined threshold, a system-peak occurs, or a price-peak occurs in cases of dynamic
pricing. The reason that it appears to be so effective is probably the fact that the participant is always
exposed to this information and it is something that he can easily notice without even having to
approach the ambient display. It is noteworthy, that almost all pilots with ambient feedback combine it
with some other feedback sources in order to get the most out of it. Ambient feedback can successfully
attract participant’s attention but cannot provide much information by itself. If combined with some
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other feedback source though, the participant can then further investigate of the ambient display colour
change and deal with the actual issue on his consumption.

Impact of Feedback Format
Consumption Reduction (%)
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Figure 13: Impact of Feedback Format in feedback pilots
Table 31: Impact of Feedback Format, sample sizes
FEEDBACK TYPES
Ambient
Numerical
Graphical
Pictorial

# SAMPLES
10
112
68
6

# PARTICIPANTS
126566
377984
473725
154366

3.2.4 Existence of Automation
This subsection investigates the influence of appliance automation in pilots. The purpose of automation
in feedback pilots is usually the reduction of overall consumption, in contrast with dynamic pricing
pilots where automation is in most cases is used to achieve peak reduction/flatten participants’ load
curves. In feedback pilots, automation is used by giving to participants the ability to control some of
their appliances remotely, usually via a mobile application. As can be seen in Figure 14, the addition of
automation in feedback pilots can improve the increase the achieved savings by almost 10%!
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Figure 14: Impact of Automation in feedback pilots
Table 32: Impact of Automation in feedback pilots, sample sizes
EXISTENCE OF AUTOMATION
Automation
No automation

# SAMPLES
5
127

# PARTICIPANTS
10518
511380

As it easily becomes evident, that automation is an important measure to secure energy savings it is
important to remember, that the result is derived from pilots, where automation do not stand alone.
Thus in another research project for the Norwegian Regulator; NVE it is thus concluded that: “Home
automation is well suited to shift consumption away from peak hours and benefit network operators but
not to create reductions in overall consumption which largely benefit customers” [67].
For BENEFFICE it is then clear, that the engagement of customers in combination with feedback and
automation is the most successful way to secure energy savings among residential energy users.

3.3 Engaging End Users of Energy
In the FP7 project ADVANCED, a large survey with approximately 1000 participants from each of 8
different countries in Europe to disclose the differences and characteristics of how energy savings is
perceived, and engagement achieved. From a short introduction to some of the conclusions it becomes
clear, that different customer segments respond very differently to incentives and holds different views
on engagement into energy conservation. Such segmentation could then be used for clustering customer
groups, to address people in relation to their interests – but also to determine specific customer groups
who might be more eligible to act on certain incentives.

3.3.1 Segmenting Customers
A key question to answer is, if there are specific customer groups, who are either reluctant or more
motivated to save energy. However standard socio-demographic analysis shows no notable differences
in the importance of reducing energy consumption across age, gender, urbanisation, education or
occupation lines. Nor is the number of people in the household a factor.
The above is true, when looking at energy savings at a general level. There are however noticeable
differences, when it comes to motivation, behavioural patterns and incentives:
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Table 33: ADVANCED study on parameters for acting on energy savings incentives
Respondents who often pay attention to energy consumption at home, and act accordingly
are more likely to:


Be women



Be older (65+)



Be house persons or retired persons



Find it easy to monitor home energy consumption



Feel informed about electricity production



Have control over home heating system



Be willing to allow energy companies monitoring of home devices



Be on a variable tariff



Be interested in new technologies.

The above table shows that for people who are already interested in paying attention to their energy
consumption, it is observed that for example elderly women on a variable electricity tariff are among
the statistically most prominent to also act on high consumption levels.
It is possible to cluster certain segments and determine if and how they respond to a given incentive. In
the below examples all respondents are asked to answer whether it is important to save energy or not.
i. Pay attention to energy consumption at home

Important
Not Important

Respondents who often pay attention Respondents who sometimes pay
to energy at home
attention to energy at home
97%
87%
3%
13%

ii. Spending on electricity

Important
Not Important

Respondents who spend a large share
of their household disposable income
on electricity
95%
5%

Respondents who spend a small share
of their household disposable income on
electricity
86%
14%

iii. Would allow energy companies to monitor the consumption of specific appliances

Important
Not Important

Respondents who would accept the
energy company monitoring electricity
consumption of some household
appliances
94%
6%
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iv. Control of home heating

Important
Not Important

Respondents who can control their Respondents who cannot control their
home heating
home heating
93%
85%
7%
15%

v. Interest in technology

Important
Not Important

Respondents who are interested in Respondents who are not interested in
new technologies
new technologies
94%
83%
6%
17%

The above examples show again that certain parameters are statistically significant for people who feel
it is important to save energy, This parameters can help us determine target groups. Hence, to ask simple
question about the interest in new technologies, whether they can control their home heating or
whether they would accept control from the utility over some of their electrical appliances indicates
whether they are likely to save energy or not.
In the ADVANCED project the parameters were clustered in relation to determine how many people out
of a population would be likely to act upon knowledge about their energy consumption.
A summary of the study results reports that:


Two thirds of respondents can be classified as at the regular maintenance stage – i.e.: those who
often pay attention to energy consumption at home, and act accordingly (65%)



A further 30% are classified as being at the occasional maintenance stage – i.e.: those who
sometimes pay attention to their home energy consumption and act accordingly.



The remaining 5% of respondents do not pay attention to their energy consumption at home
and will normally be grouped under the classification non-maintenance, due to the small
proportion they represent. This group includes:
o

Ready for action - those who do not pay attention now but intends to do so in the future
(2%)

o

Contemplation - those who do not pay attention now but may do so in the future (1%)

o

Reluctant - those who do not pay attention now and do not intend to in the future (1%) o
Relapse – (less than 0.5).

In other words, 2/3 of a population is likely to act on the information and recommendations about their
energy consumption being high or low. These numbers highlight the importance of targeting specific
customer groups to increase energy savings from very trivial measures such as benchmarks and simple
feedback. However, most customer groups can obtain both engagement and high energy savings, if they
are targeted at a more individual level. In this respect socio-demographic analysis highlights another
number of differences, particularly between those in the regular and occasional maintenance stage.
Sex
Regular maintenance stage

Women
63%

Men
58%

Age
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Regular maintenance stage

65+
69%

18-24
38%

Occupation
Regular maintenance stage
i.

Stay at home
69%

Retired
38%

Manual and white-collar workers
56%

Find it easy to monitor consumption

Regular maintenance stage
ii.

Easy
66%

Difficult
51%

Feel informed about electricity production

Regular maintenance stage
iii.

Feeling informed
66%

Control of home heating

Regular maintenance stage
iv.

Respondents who can control Respondents who cannot control
their home heating
their home heating
64%
47%

Would allow energy companies to monitor the consumption of specific appliances

Regular
maintenance stage
v.

Respondents who would accept
the energy company monitoring
electricity consumption of some
household appliances

Respondents who would not accept the
energy company monitoring electricity
consumption of
some
household
appliances

63%

55%

Variable tariff scheme

Regular maintenance stage
vi.

Respondents who are on a Respondents who are not on a
variable tariff scheme
variable tariff scheme
67%
58%

Interest in technology

Respondents
who
are Respondents who are not interested
interested in new technologies in new technologies
Regular maintenance stage 64%
46%
In summary, those in the regular maintenance stage are more likely to:


Be women



Be older



Be house persons or retired persons



Find it easy to monitor home energy consumption



Feel informed about electricity production



Have control over home heating system
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Be willing to accept energy companies monitoring home devices



Be on a variable tariff



Be interested in new technologies.

From the above examples important knowledge can be derived in relation to the implementation of the
pilot’s and the engagement of end-customers.


First and foremost, it appears clear, that proper segmentation prior to the implementation of the
pilots is an important measure to address customers at the core of their interest and thus secure
maximum engagement and impact



Secondly, the segmentation model should include both social and demographic parameters to
reflect differences in customer groups.

The work will be continued and executed in the deliverable 2.2, where target groups are determined.
The analysis will further be used to test and validate the Multi Factorial Users’ Model in WP3. The
process will follow the following stages:
1) Questionnaire to determine personal characteristics for possible pilot customers
2) Clustering and analysis of possible pilot customers to determine customer segments
3) Impact scenarios and communication strategy per customer segment – including feedback loops
and data points to collect during pilots
4) Data analysis per segment/customer and validation of impact scenarios for building the Multi
Factorial Users’ Model

3.4 Overall Engagement Strategy
The need for an in-depth knowledge and analysis of the requirements of the BENEFFICE platform is an
indisputable fact, especially since this novel ecosystem will be developed combining several software
and hardware technologies, behavioural models and a currency -based approach; all to enable and
incentivise long-term energy consumption savings.

3.4.1 Requirements Elicitation Methodology
In order to elicit the BENEFFICE system requirements, including the functional as well as the nonfunctional (technical) ones, a specific methodology has been followed. A diagram presenting the
methodology, in general terms, is depicted in the Figure 15 below. The analysis will specify the user
needs in terms of technological, social, economic, cultural, environmental, demographic, geographic and
type of usage that must be taken into consideration for improving energy efficiency. BENEFFICE will pay
attention to the user’s preferences and will follow a user-centric design methodology.
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User perspective
VaasaETT Pilot
Database

BENEFFICE requirements

Project Pilot
goals

Requirements
from user
perspective
perspectives
State-of-the-art analysis
Technologies

Market and
research
requirements

Trends and
Market Forecasts

Best practices and lessons learnt

Software
Hardware
requirements

Functional
requirements

Non-functional
requirements

BENEFFICE system
General
requirements
Hardware

Software

Figure 15: Requirements Methodology Overview
Besides the functional requirements gathered from the end-users’ perspective, the BENEFFICE platform
itself, based on the technologies selected and used (some provided by partners of the consortium),
generates a set of technical requirements that must be taken into account and will be used to shape the
overall architecture of the system. This document (D2.1) focuses on the definition of the functional and
general requirements, through the collection and analysis of the user requirements and the trends and
market forecasts analysis taking also into consideration the objectives of the project as stated in the
DoW.
The output from this deliverable (D2.1), the general user requirements for the system, will be the input
for deliverable D2.2 – System requirements specification and early use cases which will then be used as
input for deliverable D4.1 – Design of the system and components specifications (Figure 16). In
deliverable, D2.3 the technical requirements in a formal and structured way will be presented while in
D4.1, the ICT system of BENEFFICE will be designed (system architecture) and the system specifications
will be defined. Figure 16 describes the correlation/interaction between the two deliverables, and the
analyses undertaken in each, as well as the expected outcomes for each deliverable.
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Figure 16: Relationship between D2.1, D2.3 and D4.1

3.4.2 Classification of requirements
Requirements will be classified as:



Functional requirements (additional categorization to follow ‘four nines’ availability, user
ergonomics, speed, scalability, legal compliance, durability, integrated training package,
multilingual)
Non-functional requirements (usability, security, performance, maintainability, reliability,
adaptability, etc.)

The collected requirements are stated according to the following general syntax:
While <optional precondition> <optional trigger> the <actor/system> <must/should/could/would>
be able to <system response> …
This simple structure forces the separation of the conditions in which the requirement can be invoked
(preconditions), the event that initiates the requirement (trigger) and the necessary system behaviour
(system response). Preconditions and triggers are optional, depending on the requirement type.
The order of the clauses in this syntax is also significant, since it follows temporal logic:
 Any preconditions that must be satisfied otherwise the requirement cannot ever be activated.
 The trigger must be true for the requirement to be “fired”, but only if the preconditions were
already satisfied.
 The system is required to achieve the stated system response if and only if the preconditions
and trigger are true.
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Other variants of syntax are shown below in Table 34:

Table 34: Requirements Syntax
The <stakeholder type> should be able to <capability>.
The <stakeholder type> should be able to <capability> within <performance> of <event> while
<operational condition>.
Example: The weapons operator should be able to fire a missile within 3 seconds of radar sighting
while in severe sea conditions.
The <stakeholder> shall not be placed in breach of <applicable law>.
Example: The ambulance driver should not be placed in breach of national road regulations.
The <system> should <function> not less than <quantity> <object> while <operational conditions>.
Example: The communications system should sustain telephone contact with not less than 10 callers
while in the absence of external power.
The <system> should <function> <object> every <performance> <units>.
Example: The coffee machine should produce a hot drink every 10 seconds.
The detailed functional requirements are grouped (End User Requirements, Market and Research
requirements, General Requirements) and presented in structured tables as shown in Table 35 and
presented in chapter 3.4.3.

Table 35: Structure of System Requirement Table
Column Heading
Requirement Code
Requirement Description
Type of requirement
Origin of Requirement
Priority

Meaning
Unique code of the requirement (numerical or alphanumerical)
Short description of the requirement including the key words for
criticality, as shorted by the key stakeholders of the system
End User requirement, Market and Research requirement, General
requirement (as derived from BENEFFICE contract)
Reference to the analysed literature advocating for this requirement.
Priority, as stated by the key stakeholders of the system, is defined by
using the following keywords: High, Medium and Low.

In order to prioritise the general user requirements, the MoSCoW prioritization technique (Clegg and
Barker, 2004) has been adopted. Table 36 provides a definition of how priority will be defined using
MoSCoW.
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Table 36: MoSCow Prioritization Technique
MoSCoW : Requirements Prioritization Technique
Name

Alternative
name

Definition

Example

MUST (M)

Defines a requirement that has to be
satisfied for the final solution to be
acceptable.

The HR system “must”
store employee leave
history.

HIGH (H)

SHOULD (S)

This is a high-priority requirement
that should be included if possible,
within the delivery time frame.
Workarounds may be available for
such requirements and they are not
usually considered as time-critical or
must-haves.

The HR system “should”
allow printing of leave
letters.

MEDIUM (M)

COULD (C)

This is a desirable or nice-to-have
requirement (time and resources
permitting) but the solution will still
be accepted if the functionality is not
included.

The HR system “could”
send out notifications on
pending leave dates.

LOW (L)

WON’T or
WOULD (W)

This represents a requirement that
stakeholders want to have but have
agreed will not be implemented in the
current version of the system. That is,
they have decided it will be postponed
until the next round of developments.

The HR system “won’t”
support remote access but
may do so in the next
release.

-

3.4.3 BENEFFICE Functional Requirements
The functional requirements are best defined as required functions of the system and are grouped in
End User Requirements, Market and Research requirements and General Requirements, and are based
on:


VaassETT pilot Database



Project Pilot identified Goals



Trends and Market Forecasts Analysis



Global Best practices and lessons learnt research



Overview of Policy recommendations



Identified limitations to energy efficiency measures



BENEFFICE Description of Work

Furthermore, The SOTA analysis of technologies will contribute to the technical requirements definition
in D2.3.
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2) Requirement
Code

(14) Type

(13) Description

End User
Requirement

(15) Origin (16) Priority

VaasaETT pilot
database

S

1

The BENEFFICE platform should provide close to real time feedback
services to achieve customer’s engagement.

2

The BENEFFICE platform should provide feedback to the customers in
IHD/Ambient display.

End User
Requirement

VaasaETT pilot
database

3

The BENEFFICE platform should educate with recommended actions
the end customers about the functionalities included on the platform.
How they work, how they are used and why they are there.

End User
Requirement

VaasaETT pilot
database

4

The BENEFFICE platform must support personalized recommendations
based on real time data. Real-Time feedback is not enough in itself. It
has to be interpreted and applied to real life situations.
Recommendations should be recorded together with the impact on
users and should be repeated up to certain degree if not adopted.

End User/
Market and
Research
Requirement

VaasaETT pilot
database/
Research on
global best
practices and
lessons learnt

M

End User/
Market and
Research
Requirement

VaasaETT pilot
database and
Market/
Research on
Energy
Efficiency Key
Trends

S

S

S

5

The BENEFFICE platform should offer appliance-level feedback to help
customers understand, where to save most efficiently.

6

The BENEFFICE platform could support Home Automation which
includes customer monitoring and control/override.

End User
Requirement

VaasaETT pilot
database

C

7

The BENEFFICE platform must support dynamic customer profiling and
individualized, communication loops which are recorded.

End User
Requirement

ADVANCED
project analysis

M

8

The BENEFFICE platform must support multiple languages, with English
as the master language.

End User
Requirement

Pilot owners

M

9

The BENEFFICE platform should support the display of the CO2
currency at customer level.

End User
Requirement

CCO2 pilot
requirements

S

10

The BENEFFICE platform should interchangeably support customer
engagement.

End User
Requirement

Behaviour
Models and
Incentives

S
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2) Requirement
Code

(14) Type

(13) Description

(15) Origin (16) Priority

The BENEFFICE platform must provide customer feedback on at least
the three main areas of concern for end-users in relation to energy
usage; Cost, Comfort and Security.

End User
Requirement

Behaviour
Models and
Incentives

The BENEFFICE ecosystem must use smart technology (i.e. devices,
meters etc.) to monitor the energy consumption.

Market and
Research
Requirement/
General
requirement

Research
on
global
best
practices/ DoW

M

The BENEFFICE platform should provide information and advice to
consumers related to their energy use.

Market and
Research
Requirement

Research
global
practices

S

The BENEFFICE platform should provide direct financial
incentives/rewards (monetary currency) to consumers to apply energy
efficiency measures.

Market and
Research
Requirement/
General
requirement

Research on
global best
practices/ DoW

S

The BENEFFICE platform should monitor and analyse the energy
behaviour of consumers.

Market and
Research
Requirement

Research on
global best
practices

S

15

16

The BENEFFICE platform should be able to perform customer
segmentation.

Market and
Research
Requirement

Research on
global best
practices

S

The BENEFFICE platform should ensure active consumer participation.

Market and
Research
Requirement

Research on
global best
practices

S

The BENEFFICE platform should minimise hassle and complexity for
consumers.

Market and
Research
Requirement

Research on
global best
practices

S

18

The BENEFFICE platform should deliver unique value propositions
which apply to all consumers.

Market and
Research
Requirement

Research on
lessons learnt

S

19

The BENEFFICE platform should include energy disaggregation
capabilities.

Market and
Research
Requirement/

Research on
Energy
Efficiency Key
Trends/ DoW

S

11

12

13

14

17

20
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2) Requirement
Code

(14) Type

(13) Description

(15) Origin (16) Priority

General
Requirement
The BENEFFICE platform should include robust data handling
procedures and cyber security.

Market and
Research
Requirement

Research on
Energy
Efficiency Key
Trends

S

The BENEFFICE platform must address various consumer types.

General
Requirement

DoW

M

23

The BENEFFICE platform must offer a forecasting mechanism to predict
the amount of renewable energy available at a given time for the
individual user.

General
Requirement

DoW

M

General
Requirement

DoW

M

24

The BENEFFICE platform must collect personal data related to Social
norms of user behaviour such as age, educational level, lifestyle (derived
from social analytics of user’s interaction within social media). It must
also include structural properties of a building such as combined gas
cooling/heating infrastructure, insulation properties, energy building
certificates, etc. and climate parameters such as humidity, dryness,
north/south location. Last but not least the data must include
demographic settings, such as urban versus rural regions.
And combine it with the user statistics obtained during the pilot phase.

25

The BENEFFICE platform must support an app, with a user interface,
which allows customers to engage with the platform.

General
Requirement

DoW

M

21

22
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4 Recommendations for pilots
This chapter builds on the preceding chapters and suggests approaches and strategies for the
BENEFFICE pilots in relation to three areas: The engagement strategy, the technical set-up and the
monitoring strategy.
The suggestions or recommendations are high-level, but nevertheless important for the successful
implementation of the pilots, their execution and the output. Deviations from these recommendations
should be well documented in the pilot use-cases with a specific explanation of the rationale behind it.

4.1 Recommendations for engaging customers
4.1.1 Use the Engagement Value Chain
Customers frequently state that they place a high value on costs, convenience and security of supply and
these three topics have been the focus point for many projects focusing on residential customer’s energy
behaviour [68]. However, as is seen from analysis in this deliverable the value for the end-customer
changes over time as a result of their engagement and increase in their knowledge. Hence a value chain
for promoting customer engagement should be the first starting point for the BENEFFICE pilots:
1) Involve the customer as a starting point to understand who you are talking to
2) Engage by establishing a process through benchmarking, personal incentives and segmentation,
and
3) Evolve by creating a feedback loop where the end-user relationship and communication grows
supported with advanced feedback, information and education.

4.1.2 Build a relationship via trust
When it comes to engagement with and from the end-user of energy, in the end, it all boils down to trust.
Hence in this respect, you cannot communicate too often and as we have seen from both the Best
Practices section and the analysis of the VaasaETT database. Customers appreciate for example
environmental gains in the sense that their doings allow them to contribute to increased use of
renewables, optimizing their ongoing efforts and by making them feel they are part of larger
environmental friendly movements. Hence, this is just one example of how to keep people engaged by
telling them, how their commitment gives value elsewhere. Needless to say, when you ask customers to
be involved and save energy – you have to walk the talk yourself.

4.1.3 Less is not more
When it comes to people’s actions, they tend to be irrational. Most people are unwilling to compromise
on their usage of electronic equipment, have little concern for standby, are happy using old equipment
and are generally (despite all efforts) somewhat ignorant of energy effective solutions [69]. The same
conclusions can be drawn from the previous chapters in this report, adding the fact, that there is rarely
a correlation between energy savings and the economic gains in a long-term perspective. People act on
their needs here and now. Customers value comfort in the sense that they want convenient solutions
that either bring more comfort or maintain current levels. Customers value technological solutions that
are easy to grasp, understand and easy to learn.
As a result, BENEFFICE pilots should collect data from sensors on as many aspects as possible to enable
customer interaction and secure that all areas are covered from energy usage over comfort to security
alarms (i.e.: you left the iron on, when you left home). Only by being able to meet the customers concern
at the right point in time, the results of the pilots will prevail.
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4.1.4 Become personal
For ensuring an ongoing customer engagement appropriate communication and feedback channels are
necessary. This is done by a continuous profiling of each participating customer to build more and more
advanced customer profiles, so in the end – each communication seems almost personal.
In this respect it is perfectly alright to also become much more personal in the communication.

4.1.5 Wife acceptancy factor
It is somewhat trivial – but looks does matter. We can develop the most advanced system in the world.
If it doesn’t look good enough to be placed in the home – it will not work in the long run. Hence sensors,
gateways and other hardware should either could pass the wife acceptancy factor or be placed were
they are not visible. This is obviously even more true for component like an in-home display or ambient
feedback, where the whole idea is, that it should be seen.
When it comes to design and aesthetics, these things are of course very individual, and you can’t please
all. In this respect also, communication materials should always be carefully designed and look
professional and the messages should be written by professional copywriters, who understands the
differences between the segments.

4.1.6 Engagement comes with time
Energy conservation is not high on the agenda of the average consumer, hence patience and persistence
is important.

4.1.7 What’s in it for me?
The BENEFFICE project has a huge advantage in the CO2 currency, which acts as an incentive to save
energy in its own right. This cannot however stand alone. Incentives should always be top of mind, and
every time we expect the end-user to act, we should ask ourselves, What’s in it for them? – And did we
communicate this, so they understand and value it?

4.2 Recommendations for the technical set-up
The Technical recommendations section delivers proposals based on the results of the analysis
performed in section 2, “Best practices and SOTA”. The main focus of such proposals is to establish the
technical landscape on which the BENEFFICE platform will be built, allowing the platform developing
team to become acquainted early with software and hardware components. It is expected that technical
recommendations will be further refined during the design phase of the project and final decisions will
be documented and reported in the D4.1 Design of the system and components specifications
deliverable.

4.2.1 Hardware gateway component
Primary candidate
Develco Squid.link
Backup candidate
Wibutler
Recommendation
Squid.link provides a small, well-designed, feature-packed gateway at a reasonable cost. The
gateway comes with all necessary components we need in the project but also features
additional radios for Z-Wave, ZigBee, Wireless M-Bus and BLE to allow us to expand our solution
in the future. Develco, the company behind Squid.link, has delivered more than a million
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gateways to end-customers and is operating a production facility with many other IoT-related
hardware.

4.2.2 IoT platform
Primary candidate
ProSyst IoT platform
Backup candidate
Yodiwo
Recommendation
ProSyst IoT platform is one of the oldest, widely-deployed complete IoT platform. It comprises
of software to be deployed on the hardware gateway as well as a back-end to manage deployed
gateways, including OTA update, management and troubleshooting. ProSyst, now being part of
Bosch, is an established name in IoT and it is reasonably priced.

4.2.3 Energy Sensors
Primary candidate
VERBUND Power-Meter, SOLO II with Internet Bridge
Backup candidate
Smappee
Recommendation
VERBUND’s Power-Meter is a well-designed, DIN rail compatible energy meter providing bidirectional measurements of up to 3 phases. Where Power-Mater excels over competitive
solutions is in its connectivity options as it supports out of the box Ethernet, WiFi, and phasebridged Powerline (PLC); this allows installation to be possible in almost any/all environments.
The retail price of Power-Meter places it into the expensive range for residential use, however a
special price has been given for BENEFFICE making it a very affordable option.
The SOLO II power meter is an economical power meter that also provides an in-home display
including room temperature monitoring, however it does not provide integration with solar
panels.

4.2.4 Environmental Sensors
Primary candidate

NetAtmo, Weather Underground

Backup candidate

Anyware Smart adapter

Recommendation

NetAtmo is a well-known product with thousands of devices already installed in households all
over the world. It provides a variety of indoor and outdoor local climate conditions and a rich
API to retrieve measurements.
Weather Underground provides free, online weather data that can be localised to the immediate
region of the user. It may serve as an alternative climate measurements data source for users
that do not have a hardware-based climate monitoring solution.
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4.3 Recommendations for monitoring
Monitoring the process and achievement in relation to customer engagement is rarely seen in projects.
KPI’s are often developed with a focus on concrete savings and technical achievements – sometimes
backed up by financial or economic targets. As we have seen from the analysis in this deliverable and
the research on Best Practices engaging the end customer is however critical for success. Thus,
Customer engagement should be monitored as well as the before mentioned factors. To do this every
pilot should propose a customer engagement plan, designed with appropriate KPIs, that includes
adequate communication actions and a set of participation activities that maintain the interest and
involvement of the customers during the projects’ life. Once the pilot or demonstration is finished,
additional actions are necessary to generate a positive experience for the customers, leading to further
exploitation opportunities and research projects.

4.4 Recommending conclusions
The BENEFFICE project acts on three levels to achieve the highest possible energy savings among the
pilot participants.
First of all, a palette of engagement tools is considered at the various stages of the pilot user’s
development as a pilot participant. It is a precondition in the project, that end-users are having different
perceptions and values in relation to energy and energy savings and they need to be addressed in a
personalised and segmented way to have the most impact. At the same time people will also develop,
change and refine their perception as the pilot is running and demand more and more complex
functionalities and feedback. This is built into the seven key recommendations for the optimal user
engagement.
Secondly the market for existing hardware and sensors for the residential market has been thoroughly
analysed to be able to present a package, which fits the customer life cycle and the values of the different
customer segments. At the same time however both price, aesthetic value and usability has been
considered when evaluating the different options available in the market.
Thirdly and last - but not least, the BENEFFICE project is aware, that close monitoring and feedback
loops within the project is necessary to reach the highest impact. In this respect KPI*s for each pilot is
and will be developed to enable the constant fine-tuning adjustment of the whole pilot framework to
become more and more effective.
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APPENDIX A: Scoring methodology
The scoring methodology to evaluate gateways and IoT platforms is formulated after understanding the
domain while taking into account the needs of BENEFFICE. The following sections present the scoring
methodology used.

Evaluation criteria
For each category, a score from 1 to 5 (depicted as ★) is assigned based on the following criteria:
Business stability
5
International, well-known company
4
International, niche-known company
3
National company
2
Startup company
1
Not a company
Cost
5
4
3
2
1

Gateways
1-50€
50-150€
150-300€
300-500€
500€+

IoT platforms (per device)
0€
0-1€
1-2€
2-3€
3€+

Features Gateways
5
Support multiple radios, more than
immediately required in the project
4
3
2
1

IoT platforms (per device)
Software support for multiple radios,
more than immediately required in the
project
Support all project's radios, expandable Software support for all project's radios,
with additional radios
expandable with additional radios
Support all project's radios
Software support for all project's radios
Does not support all project radios
No software support for all project radios
Does not support radios
No software support for radios

Geographic location
5
Distributor in the same country as the integrator
4
Distributor in the same continent as the integrator (tax free)
3
Distributor in the same continent as the integrator (customs)
2
Distributor in a different continent as the integrator
1
(Not used)
Programming environment
5
Java support, supporting project's modules
4
Java support, without out of the box support for project's modules
3
Open to custom firmware with samples
2
Open to custom firmware but no specific support
1
No custom firmware allowed
Device management
5
Supported natively
4
Supported through third party software
3
Not supported
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2
1

(Not used)
(Not used)

Hosting model
5
Fully-managed environment
4
Can be deployed with templates in known cloud platforms
3
Can be deployed on known cloud platforms
2
Requires own hosting infrastructure
1
(Not used)

Category weight
Since each evaluation category does not necessarily has the same importance as others, a specific weight
was assigned to each category. The weight was determined after carefully examining the importance of
each category according to the needs of BENEFFICE. The weights assigned comprise of:
Gateways
Business stability
3

Cost
4

Features
4

Geographic location Programming environment
2
5

IoT platforms
Business
stability
4

Co
st
2

Device
management
3

Featu
res
4

Geographic
location
4

Hosting
model
3

Programming
environment
5

Score, weighted score, and normalised weighted score
The arithmetic sum of each individual category’s score is calculated to provide a total score. The total
score is an indicator of the evaluation performance of an individual specimen without taking into
account local conditions. As this indicator is unaffected of external factors it may be reused across
different evaluations.
In order to adapt the total score to the needs of BENEFFICE, a weighted score is calculated. The weighted
score is calculated by multiplying the total score with the category weight. As the weighted score is casespecific, it can only be used within the context of the project.
Finally, in order for all scores to refer to a common base, a normalised weighted score is calculated with
100% as a base.
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APPENDIX B
Article 11
Entitlement to a dynamic electricity price contract

1.
Member States shall ensure that the national regulatory framework enables electricity
suppliers to offer a dynamic electricity price contract1. Member States shall ensure that [] final
customers who have a smart meter installed can [] request to conclude a dynamic electricity price
contract from at least one [] supplier.
2.
Member States shall ensure that final customers are [] well informed by the suppliers of the
opportunities, costs and risks of such dynamic electricity price contract and that suppliers are
required to provide information to the final customers accordingly. Regulatory authorities shall
monitor the market developments and assess the risks that the new products and services may
entail and modify safeguards in case of abusive practices.

Council have revised several definitions in Article 2, for example on active customers2, energy
communities3, independent aggregators4.
Article 13
[] Aggregation contract
1.
Member States shall ensure that all customers are free to purchase and sell electricity
services, other than electricity supply, including aggregation, independently from their supply
contract and from an electricity undertaking of their choice.

Article 15
Active customers
1a.

Member States shall ensure that active consumers:

(a)
are entitled to operate either directly or through aggregation;
(b)
are entitled to sell self-generated electricity including through power purchase
agreements;
(c)
are entitled to participate in demand response and energy efficiency schemes;
(d)
are entitled to delegate the management of the installations required for their
activities to a third party, including installation, operation, data handling and
maintenance;
(e)
are subject to cost reflective, transparent and non-discriminatory network
charges, accounting separately for the electricity fed into the grid and the electricity
consumed from the grid, in line with Article 59(8) ensuring they contribute in an

(11) Council have revised several definitions in Article 2, for example on dynamic price contracts. ‘dynamic electricity price contract’ means an
electricity supply contract between a supplier and a final customer that reflects the price variation at the spot markets including day ahead and
intraday markets, [] at intervals at least equal to the market settlement frequency;
1

(6) ‘active customer’ means a final customer or a group of jointly acting final customers who consume or store [] electricity generated on the same
site or sells self-generated electricity [], provided that these activities do not constitute their primary commercial or professional activity;
2

3

(7) '[] energy community' means: [] a legal entity which is based on voluntary and open participation, effectively controlled by [] shareholders or
members who are natural persons, local authorities, including municipalities, or small enterprises and microenterprises []. The primary
purpose of an energy community is to provide environmental, economic or social community benefits for its members or the local areas
where it operates rather than financial profits. An energy community can be engaged [] in [] electricity generation, distribution and supply,
consumption, aggregation, storage or energy efficiency services, generation of renewable electricity [] or provide other energy services to its
shareholders or members [];
4

(15) 'independent aggregator' means [] a market participant that performs aggregation that is not affiliated to its customer's [] supplier [];
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adequate and balanced way to the overall cost sharing of system of producing,
distributing and consuming electricity in line with Article 16 of the [Electricity
Regulation];
(f)
are financially responsible for the imbalances they cause in the electricity system.
To this extent they shall be balance responsible parties or shall delegate their balance
responsibility in accordance with Article 4 of the [Electricity Regulation].
Article 16
[] Energy communities
1.
Member States shall [] provide an enabling regulatory framework for [] energy communities
ensuring that:

(e)
relevant distribution system operator shall, subject to fair compensation as
assessed by the regulatory authority, cooperate with energy communities to facilitate
electricity transfers within energy communities;
(f)
energy communities are subject to non-discriminatory fair, proportionate and
transparent procedure, including registration and licensing, and transparent and nondiscriminatory and cost reflective network charges ensuring they contribute in an
adequate and balanced way to the overall cost sharing of the system in line with Article
16 of the [Electricity Regulation].
2a.
Member States shall ensure that energy communities:
(a)
can access all electricity markets either directly or through aggregation in a nondiscriminatory manner;
(b)
are treated in a non-discriminatory manner with regard to their activities, and are subject
to the same rights and obligations when acting as final customers, generators, suppliers,
distribution system operators, or other market participants;
(c)
shall be financially responsible for the imbalances they cause in the electricity system. To
this extend they shall be balance responsible parties or shall delegate their balance
responsibility in accordance with Article 4 of the [Electricity Regulation];
(d)
with regard to self-consumption, energy communities shall be treated like active
customers in accordance with Article 15(1)b;
(e)
are subject to Article 8 (3) in relation to generating capacity installed by energy
communities as long as such capacity can be considered small decentralised or distributed
generation.
2b.
Member States may decide, to grant energy communities with a right to manage
distribution network in their area of operation and define the relevant procedures, without
prejudice to the provisions of Chapter IV and other rules and regulations applying to distribution
system operators. If such right is granted, Member States shall ensure that:
(a)
energy communities may conclude an agreement with a relevant distribution system
operator or transmission system operator to which their network is connected on the operation
of the energy community's network;
(b)
energy communities are subject to appropriate network charges at the connection points
between the community network and the distribution network outside the energy community.
Such network charges shall account separately for the electricity fed into distribution network
and the electricity consumed from the distribution network outside the energy community in
line with Article 59 (8);

Article 17
Demand response through aggregation
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1.
Member States shall allow and foster participation of demand response through
aggregation. Member States shall [] allow final customers, including those offering demand response
through [] aggregation, to participate alongside electricity generators in a non-discriminatory manner
in all [] electricity markets.
2.
Member States shall ensure that transmission system operators and distribution system
operators when procuring ancillary services, treat [] market participants engaging in demand
response aggregation, in a non-discriminatory manner, on the basis of their technical capabilities.
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